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1. Introduction 
 
The Swiss Public Sector Financial Reporting Advisory Committee (SRS-CSPCP) has discussed 
the Consultation Paper Reporting Service Performance Information and comments as follows. 
The SRS-CSPCP was established in 2008 by the Swiss Federal Ministry of Finance together 
with the Ministers of Finance at the cantonal level. One of its aims is to provide the IPSAS 
Board with a consolidated statement for all the three Swiss levels of government 
(municipalities, cantons and Confederation). 

 
 

2. Comments to Consultation Paper   
 
2.1. General Remarks 

The SRS-CSPCP believes that the relevance of Reporting Service Performance Information for 
the public sector is not disputed, because in view of the lack of profit orientation in the public 
sector additional information about the control of performance and effect are important.   
However, the SRS-CSPCP would like to make the following statement with the hope that the 
following points will be taken into consideration: 
 The reporting on Service Performance is complementary to the financial reporting. 

However it is of different nature. It is even often not based on financial data. 
 Because for the control of performance, financial accounting is not in the forefront, the 

question arises how the various information is to be linked in order that a narrative 
discussion of the achievement of objectives can be achieved and at the same time the 
claim to accountability and decision-making can be satisfied. 

 The IPSAS Board must ensure without fail that harmonisation and standardisation with 
existing guidelines on this subject is realized, for example from the OECD and the IMF. 

 The SRS-CSPCP has discussed in detail and controversially whether the IPSAS Board is 
legitimated to produce guidelines on this area. The IPSAS Board should therefore explain 
the reasons why it deals with this subject. This information is lacking in this Consultation 
Paper and would be of interest for all consultations that are not directly related to 
accounting. 

 
2.2. Preliminary View 1 

The SRS-CSPCP is of the opinion that, in order to meet the objectives of the Conceptual 
Framework, only absolutely key information for measuring performance must be included in 
the financial reporting. Detailed information about sub-entities should be included in specific 
reports. They represent a crucial basis for the interpretation of the figures by decision 
makers. In particular there should be a clearer distinction between the levels (corporate or 
reporting entity). 

Detailed comment on Item 1.5: here the importance of the reporting should not be reduced 
to a narrower circle than under Item 4. Citizens (the public) and the legislative are just as 
important as the recipients of the services. On the other hand the resource providers are of 
more importance for internal reporting.  
 

2.3. Preliminary View 2 

The SRS-CSPCP welcomes a standard terminology for the reporting of service performance.   
For this purpose it is essential to link further work with the one of the OECD and IMF (cp. 
e.g. Glossary of Key Terms 2011 OECD Performance Budgeting Survey). In particular Table A 
on page 14 should be made more specific and revised. The seven terms appear sensible as a 
general framework. But it would be going too far if every level had to make statements on all 
these amounts.  
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2.4. Preliminary View 3 

The SRS-CSPCP agrees in principle with the four components. On the other hand the 
comments thereon tend to go too far. 

On Item 5.3: absolute formulation concerning lit. e) is not realisable (applies also to Item 
5.8). In addition it should be specified under lit. b) what is adequate (e.g. legal basis). 

On Item 5.19: taking Chapter 6 into account, it does not appear to make much sense to 
require that the indirect consequences, intended or unintended, must be described. Firstly 
this is likely to fail for time reasons and because of the lack of facts. In addition the 
presentation of indirect consequences can unsettle the decision makers, it is also probably 
difficult to decide where the limit is (causality). 

Therefore, in reporting, the cost-benefit issue or materiality and proportionality must be 
properly assessed (see also Table B, page 27).  

Details of the period to be compared are missing.  
 

2.5. Preliminary View 4 

The SRS-CSPCP supports the intention that the qualitative principles of the GPFRs are also 
used for reporting on performance. But in the definitions the recipient view should be 
emphasised even more. On comparability, it is also to be noted that objectives and indicators 
can change over time. Performance reporting must be based on facts. Verifiability is 
regarded as important. The constraints are much welcomed, but are in part relativized by the 
cost-benefit issue of the previous chapter. 
 

2.6. Specific Matter for Comment 1 

Based on the current status of the work the SRS-CSPCP considers non-authoritative 
guidance, that is (a) to be correct for this reporting. The aim should certainly be (b), in order 
that a certain standardisation can be achieved. Authoritative guidance (c) is however 
rejected. In this connection it is again pointed out that harmonisation with existing guidelines 
(OECD, IMF), also for definitions of terms, must be ensured without fail.  
 

2.7. Specific Matter for Comment 2 

The SRS-CSPCP is also of the opinion that no specific indicators should be prescribed.   
Standard indicators for all states and public sector entities appear neither sensible nor 
realisable. A comparison is primarily possible over time, but not between public households.   
The prescription of types of indicators also does not appear desirable. Either they are a 
matter of course or make little sense. 

 
2.8. Specific Matter for Comment 3 

The SRS-CSPCP cannot answer the question with a clear yes or no. On the one hand it 
makes sense for the performance reporting to cover the same unit as the GPFSs. On the 
other hand performance indicators are frequently defined for management purposes at a 
lower (sub-entity) level and therefore reporting at a higher level seems difficult. This CP also 
appears to be geared rather to the lower level. The reporting of the top or consolidated level 
must contain in summary form the most important, decision relevant information on 
performance measurement. In any event the accounting basis should be the same. 
 

2.9. Specific Matter for Comment 4 

The SRS-CSPCP considers the four dimensions to be sensible in principle. They should be 
appropriately considered in the reporting. However, what is lacking, is the reference 
framework for the indicators (controlling or only political monitoring). This should without fail 
be clarified and established in the reporting for each level. In addition the demands on the 
dimensions are too explicitly stated with are necessary. It is not realistic that the public 
households can determine and list all performance recipients. It is also not possible to set 
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out all the factors that have affected the result. In the spirit of materiality main factors 
should here suffice (e.g. volume dependent, strategic importance, dependent on 
effectiveness). In addition it should be specified what is understood by over time (how many 
years?). It also seems important that, in the comments in Section 4.11, Outcome is not 
reduced only to the quality of services. The effect often lies in a desired change of behaviour.  
 

2.10. Specific Matter for Comment 5 

The SRS-CSPCP believes that this question is irrelevant. It should be left to the reporting 
unit. Certainly the performance reporting should not be part of the GPFSs. Conceivable would 
be e.g. a separate report, whereby the most important information would be taken up in the 
currently issued GPFR. 
 

 
 
 
 
Lausanne, February 23, 2012 
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PO Box 1077 
 St Michaels, MD 21663 
 T. 410-745-8570 
 F. 410-745-8569  

 
April 1, 2012 

 
Ms. Stephenie Fox 
The Technical Director 
International Public Sector Accounting Standards Board (IPSASB) 
International Federation of Accountants 
277 Wellington Street West, 6th Floor 
Toronto, Ontario M5V 3H2 CANADA 

Dear Ms. Fox: 

1. The International Consortium on Governmental Financial Management (ICGFM) welcomes 
the opportunity to respond to the IPSAS Consultative Paper (CP) on Reporting Service 
Performance Information.  We are pleased to see the IPSASB address performance measures 
although we recognize the difficulties since there are not clearly defined terms. 
 

2. Working globally with governments, organizations, and individuals, ICGFM is dedicated to 
improving financial management by providing opportunities for professional development 
and information exchange.  ICGFM conducts two major international conferences each year 
and publishes an international journal twice each year.  Services are provided to its 
membership through an international network.  ICGFM represents a broad array of financial 
management practitioners (accountants, auditors, comptrollers, information technology 
specialists, treasurers, and others) working in all levels of government (local/municipal, 
state/provincial, and national).  Since a significant number of our members work within 
government and audit institutions around the world, our response to this consultative paper is 
one from an international perspective. 

 
3. We believe the CP is an excellent paper and contributes to thinking on the subject.  However, 

we do not think the paper sufficiently emphases the important difference between the 
accounting model in the commercial sector compared to the public sector. For commercial 
entities (including GBEs) the unique characteristic of the accounting model is that it provides 
a universal input-output model for all types of entities whatever the product or service they 
provide. Both inputs and outputs are measured in the common unit of money. This is why the 
accounting model dominates the commercial sector.  This accounting input-output model 
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simply does not work for the public sector because inputs may be defined in monetary terms, 
but outputs deal with service delivery (which are typically not monetized and for which there 
are no standard units of measure). In the public sector the accounting model is an input only 
model. To measure outputs, recourse has to be made to service delivery measures for which 
there are not, and may never be, any common monetized unit of measure. For the public 
sector there is no choice but to use a series of non-monetary measures of service delivery 
outputs. But by their nature these measures are in a variety of units which makes attempts to 
measure or compare performance very difficult. This paper suggests approaches that are 
standardized, but the problem of non-standard units is inherent in the nature of the public 
sector and may never be fully resolved. 

 
4. Our response to each of the specified comments is as follows: 

a. In response to Comment 1 (Should the IPSASB consider issuing (a) non-authoritative 
guidance for those public sector entities that choose to report service performance 
information, (b) authoritative guidance requiring public sector entities that choose to issue a 
service performance report to apply the guidance, or (c) authoritative guidance requiring 
public sector entities to report service performance information?) , we prefer “b” in order 
that service performance reports are required to comply with specific authoritative 
guidance. 

b. In response to Comment 2 (Do you agree that this project should not identify specific 
indicators of service performance?), we agree that specific indicators need not be identified 
since each entity has their own peculiarities.  However, we think some examples should 
be included to illustrate the application even if they are not required. 

c. In response to Comment 3 (Should service performance information included in GPFRs 
be prepared for the same reporting entity as for general purpose financial statements 
(GPFSs)?), we do not believe they should be the same since GBEs have their own 
performance measures as applied in the private sector. 

d. In response to Comment 4 (Do you agree with these dimensions of service performance 
information? Are there dimensions that should be added or deleted?), we agree with these 
dimensions. 

e. In response to Comment 5 (Should service performance information be reported (a) as part 
of the GPFR that is currently issued (for example, an annual financial report) but not part of 
the GPFSs, (b) in a separately issued GPFR, or (c) in both a separately issued GPFR and as 
part of the currently issued GPFR?), we would prefer "b" to spread out the workload for 
preparers and avoid delaying the GPFS.  However, we could accept "a". 

 
5. The following are some additional points that we would like considered: 

a. We have a few reservations about the definitions in Table A on page 14 and suggest some 
alternatives below:  
i. An objective is the high level result a reporting entity is aiming to achieve in order to 

realize its vision.  
ii. Performance indicators are measures of the efficiency, effectiveness of the entity in 

achieving its objectives - the extent to which an entity achieves value for money in 
the delivery of services (value for money is not mentioned in the paper but is a very 
important concept for service delivery). 

iii. Outcomes are high level indicators of success in achieving the entity objectives. 
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b. Exhibit A on page 15 seems to mix together what the entity is trying to achieve 
(objectives, outputs and outcomes), resources used (inputs) and the various measures 
used as performance indicators (efficiency and effectiveness; economy seems to be 
missing). A more logical structure to the diagram is required.  

c. In paragraph 4.8, we suggest adding the follow statement—“Objectives should be 
established to achieve the mission and vision previously identified by the public sector 
entity.” 

d. In paragraph 4.13, we suggest adding the following statement—“Goals are established to 
achieve the objectives previously identified.  To be meaningful, these goals should be 
specific, measurable, attainable, realistic, and timely (SMART).” 

e. In paragraph 5.8, a paragraph on the linkage between vision, mission, objectives, and 
targets (goals) should be explained. 

f. An example is needed in paragraph 5.18 to demonstrate the relationships between input, 
output, and outcome indicators.  Perhaps the eight Millennium Development Goals 
(MDGs) published by UNDP could serve as an example since 18 targets are used by 
many countries to measure progress toward achieving the MDGs. 

g. In paragraph B16, we would like to see "outstanding commitments" included in the 
discussion since they are considered when an entity is measuring their progress toward a 
specific goal. 

h. The paper does not mention the fact that using standard units for typical public sector 
service delivery, e.g. education, health, law and order, enables comparison between entity 
and country performance. 

6. We appreciate the opportunity to comment on this exposure draft and would be pleased to 
discuss this letter with you at your convenience. If you have questions concerning this letter, 
please contact Dr. Jesse Hughes, CPA, CIA, CGFM at jhughes@odu.edu or 757.223.1805. 

 

Sincerely, 

 
 

ICGFM Accounting Standards Committee 
Jesse W. Hughes, Chair 
Masud Mazaffar 
Michael Parry 
N. Tchelishvili 
Andrew Wynne 

 
Cc: Linda Fealing 
       President, ICGFM 
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2 April 2012 

 

Ms Stephenie Fox 
The Technical Director 
International Public Sector Accounting Standards Board 
International Federation of Accountants 
277 Wellington Street West 
Toronto 
Ontario M5V 3H2 
CANADA 
 
Submitted to: www.ifac.org 

Dear Stephenie 

Consultation Paper Reporting Service Performance Information 

The New Zealand Accounting Standards Board (NZASB) is pleased to submit its comments 

regarding the International Public Sector Accounting Standards Board (IPSASB) Consultation 

Paper Reporting Service Performance Information. 

The NZASB is very supportive of the Consultation Paper and the IPSASB's attempts to link this 

work with its Conceptual Framework Project.  We are strongly supportive of the IPSASB 

developing guidance on service performance reporting. We consider that the Consultation Paper 

will provide a good starting point for further development of authoritative guidance in this area.  

However, we suggest that the IPSASB does not refer to the service performance information 

reporting project as providing a “framework” for service performance reporting.  We consider 

that constituents may assume it is part of the Conceptual Framework Project.  We further 

suggest that the IPSASB consider clarifying the links between this project and the Conceptual 

Framework Project. For example, when and how will the IPSASB’s work on service performance 

be incorporated into the Conceptual Framework? 

We have responded to the specific questions posed in the Exposure Draft in the appendix to this 

letter.   

If you have any queries or require clarification of any matters in this submission, please contact 

Sarah Bate (sarah.bate@xrb.govt.nz) or me. 
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Yours sincerely 

 

 

Angela Ryan 

Deputy Chairman – New Zealand Accounting Standards Board 

Email: angela.ryan@xrb.govt.nz 
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NZASB Comments on Consultation Paper Reporting Service Performance 

Appendix 

Preliminary View One 

The reporting of service performance information is necessary to meet the objective of 
financial reporting (accountability and decision making) as proposed in the Conceptual 
Framework Exposure Draft (CFR-ED 1) 

We strongly support Preliminary View 1. The NZASB is of the view that it is of vital importance 
that appropriate and sufficient service performance information is included in general purpose 
financial reports in order to meet the objectives of general purpose financial reporting within 
the Conceptual Framework.  However, we acknowledge the difficulty in determining how much 
service performance information is appropriate and sufficient. 

Readers of the general purpose financial reports of public sector entities need service 
performance information in order to assess whether the entity has met its service performance 
objectives.  Service performance information will also enable users to make decisions about the 
entity’s use of resources. 

The financial and non-financial information in an annual report must work together to tell the 
entity’s performance story. We expect that, on completion, the IPSASB’s Conceptual Framework 
will note the central role of service performance information and the need for it to be clearly 
linked with the financial information.  

We accept that different jurisdictions have developed different requirements in relation to the 
reporting of service performance information (for example, what information is required, and 
where it is required to be reported). These requirements are often inextricably linked with the 
way in which a service performance model is applied by a jurisdiction. We consider that the 
IPSASB has a major role to play by encouraging and engaging in an informed debate on this topic 
and establishing broad principles for reporting service performance information.  

We consider it is critical that service performance information be reported in general purpose 
financial reports of public sector entities. Flowing on from this, it is our view that the service 
performance information should be in respect of the same reporting entity and for the same 
period as that reporting entity’s general purpose financial statements.  

 

Preliminary View Two 

Developing a standardised service performance information terminology for the reporting of 
service performance information is appropriate, and should include the seven terms and 
working definitions in Table A on page 14. 

We agree that continuing the development of working terms and definitions in the area of 
service performance information is appropriate and as noted in our covering letter, we consider 
that the proposals in the consultation paper are a promising start to this work. 
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However, we counsel the IPSASB against making the terminology too “standardised” as different 
jurisdictions will have developed different terms and models which meet the requirements of 
that jurisdiction.  The IPSASB should seek to continue to develop principle based guidance which 
is mandatory for entities that choose to provide service performance information, but which still 
allows the local reporting terms and models to be utilised so that the readers continue to find 
the information familiar, readable and useable.  

Preliminary View Three 

Components of service performance information to be reported are (a) information on the 
scope of the service performance information reported, (b) information on the public sector 
entity’s objectives, (c) information on the achievement of objectives, and (d) narrative 
discussion of the achievement of objectives.  

The NZASB agrees with this preliminary view, and considers the points listed above to be 
relevant and necessary to enable readers to understand the service performance information 
published.  However, the NZASB considers that there is an additional aspect of service 
performance reporting which needs to be included, the key activities of the public entity. These 
are often referred to as outputs of the entity, and should link with information on the 
achievement of objectives.  

The NZASB considers that the components listed above should be linked back to the qualitative 
characteristics set out in Chapter 3 of the Conceptual Framework Exposure Draft 1 issued in 
December 2010.  Entities should report on the key aspects of the entity’s activities in a 
consistent manner period on period, highlighting changes to the structure which requires the 
addition, deletion or adaptation of any of the key aspects reported on. 

By providing all of the above components, readers can assess service performance over the 
period and determine how the entity has performed against its service performance objectives 
and the extent to which scarce resources have been allocated efficiently and effectively.  
However, the NZASB notes that these comments are only pertinent if an entity reports on all 
key aspects of service performance.  We would not support entities being able to select which 
key aspects they report on, nor changing the key aspects reported on from period to period 
unless the underlying activities had changed and full disclosure for the change in key aspects 
reported on was made.  

Relevance should be applied when deciding which aspects of an entity’s activities to report on. 
Many existing conceptual frameworks link relevance with information that can affect the 
decisions made by users.  This same principle should apply to the selection of both financial and 
non-financial information.  

Preliminary View Four 

The qualitative characteristics of information and pervasive constraints on the information 
that is currently included in GPFRs of public sector entities also apply to service performance 
information. 

The NZASB is strongly of the view that the qualitative characteristics and constraints applied to 
information provided in public sector general purpose financial reports should also be applied to 
service performance information.  However, the application of qualitative characteristics in the 
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context of service performance information may differ from their application in financial 
reporting. This should be highlighted in the document. It is vital that the same qualitative 
characteristics be applied to both types of reporting so that the results within general purpose 
financial statements are meaningful in that they start from the same set of principles.   

We note that the IASB Conceptual Framework (1989) regards the characteristic of completeness 
as a subset of the wider characteristic of reliability.  Similar ideas are expressed in the more 
recent IASB Conceptual Framework for Financial Reporting 2010.  In the 2010 Framework the 
concept of completeness and neutrality are discussed in the context of faithful representation.  
While these Frameworks are written in the context of financial information, the NZASB 
considers that this is an important concept for service performance and suggests that the 
IPSASB explores this further.  
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Specific Matter for Comment One 

Should the IPSASB consider issuing (a) non-authoritative guidance for those public sector 
entities that choose to report service performance information, (b) authoritative guidance 
requiring public sector entities that choose to issue a service performance report to apply the 
guidance, or (c) authoritative guidance requiring public sector entities to report service 
performance information?  

The NZASB considers that the IPSASB should apply option (b).  That is, the IPSASB should issue 
authoritative guidance that public sector entities that choose to issue service performance 
information within a general purpose financial report must follow.  We have stopped short of 
proposing that the IPSASB require all public sector entities to report service performance 
information, as we are of the view that such a requirement should be imposed by each 
jurisdiction (either through legislation or the standard setting arrangements) as part of a 
consideration of the appropriate contents of a general purpose financial report in that 
jurisdiction.   That is, the jurisdiction must decide whether the guidance shall be mandatory or 
not. 

In New Zealand the External Reporting Board (XRB) is consulting on the proposal that public 
sector entities (and some not-for-profit entities) report in accordance with standards based on 
IPSASs.  A significant number of public sector entities that would report in accordance with 
these standards are already required by legislation to report service performance information.  
Any authoritative guidance issued by the IPSASB would be considered for adoption as part of the 
Public Benefit Entity Standards in New Zealand to the extent that they do not conflict with 
legislative requirements.  

Despite the commitment to the reporting of service performance information in New Zealand, 
we do not support option (c). We acknowledge that other jurisdictions may have different 
requirements regarding the types of public sector entities that should report service 
performance information.   

 

Specific Matter for Comment Two 

Do you agree that this project should not identify specific indicators of service performance? 

The NZASB agrees that the proposed guidance should not identify specific indicators of service 
performance.  We consider that the IPSASB should aim to provide principles that enable an 
entity to develop appropriate and meaningful indicators of service performance that, in turn, 
will enable users of the information to understand the outputs provided by that entity and the 
entity’s contribution to the outcomes sought.  Further, guidance developed by the IPSASB 
should be able to be applied by a range of public sector entities.  We consider that the selection 
of specific indicators of service performance is more appropriately done by entities themselves, 
or in some cases, relevant regulatory bodies within a jurisdiction.  

The provision of indicators, as opposed to the principles that should guide the selection of 
indictors, could be counterproductive as it could result in indicators that are too specific or 
inappropriate. 
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Specific Matter for Comment Three 

Should service performance information included in GPFRs be prepared for the same 
reporting entity as for general purpose financial statements (GPFSs)? 

The NZASB considers that the service performance information included in a general purpose 
financial report for a reporting entity should be for the same reporting entity as for the general 
purpose financial statement.  We note that the IPSASB has recommended this approach in 
Exposure Draft 46 Proposed Recommended Practice Guideline Reporting on the Long-Term 
Sustainability of a Public Sector Entity’s Finances and we support this approach.  

Given that the presentation of service performance information will lead to segmentation or 
disaggregation of some cost information, users also require knowledge that the financial 
information presented in the service performance report is for the same entity and activities as 
covered by the financial statements. We consider that a reconciliation between the expenses in 
the statement of financial performance and any output costs shown in the service performance 
information is a practical way of providing this information.  This reconciliation need not be 
tabular in format, but could be a narrative explanation of the linkages between the expenses in 
the statement of financial performance and the output costs shown in the service performance 
information. 

The NZASB is aware that in some jurisdictions there may be supplementary information 
produced and published for entities that differ from the entity used for financial reporting 
purposes.  In such circumstances, the NZASB considers it important that supplementary service 
performance information is clearly reconciled with the service performance information 
included in the general purpose financial statements, and any differences in entity structure for 
reporting explained. 

Specific Matter for Comment Four 

This CP identifies four dimensions of service performance information that are necessary to 
meet the needs of users. These are:  

(a)  Information on the public sector entity’s objectives, including the need or demand for 
these objectives to be achieved (the “why” dimension);  

(b)  Input, output, outcome, efficiency, and effectiveness indicators, including service 
recipient perception or experience information (the “what” dimension);  

(c)  Comparisons of actual performance to projected (or targeted) results, including 
information on the factors that influence results (the “how” dimension); and  

(d)  Time-oriented information, including comparisons of actual results over time and to 
milestones (the “when” dimension).  

Do you agree with these dimensions of service performance information? Are there 
dimensions that should be added or deleted?  

The NZASB broadly agrees with these dimensions of service performance information and does 
not advocate deleting any of them.   
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However, we do not consider that the linkages between all four dimensions and the concept of 
service performance information are clear.  We consider that a more principled/structured 
approach would be helpful.    

The NZASB considers that the consultative paper would have benefited from a clear explanation 
of how the elements of service performance reporting link, e.g.: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The “why” dimension should drive decisions that get an entity from its inputs via outputs and 
outcomes to its end goal or final objective; that is, it explains why an entity utilises various 
inputs to get certain outputs and outcomes and ultimately achieves its objectives.  In other 
words, the why dimension guides the reader upwards towards the objectives of the entity. The 
“how” dimension should explain the manner in which the ultimate goal/objective is achieved as 
well as encompassing how services will be provided and outcomes achieved.   

We also consider further elaboration is warranted of a number of aspects such as (i) how will 
performance be measured, (ii) are there any targets in relation to that performance, and (iii) 
how did actual performance compare with projected performance. We consider that each of 
these should be specifically discussed in future documents.  

If on publication of a further consultation paper or exposure draft, the IPSASB continues to 
explain the dimensions of service performance using “what” and “how” as descriptors, we 
would suggest moving the efficiency and effectiveness indicators from part (b) to (c). Efficiency 
and effectiveness indicators explain how an entity has performed rather than being integral to 
service performance in the way that inputs and outputs are.  

The NZASB notes that customer perception or service recipient perception is not necessarily a 
good indicator of performance and, in some circumstances, may actually be a poor indicator.  
Often the responses highlighting poor performance are received too late or are not helpful in 
terms of rectifying the poor performance.  Therefore, in respect of (b) we propose that the 
reference to service recipient perception or experience information be deleted. Service recipient 
perception is an indicator of performance, but it is not always relevant nor does it need to be 
highlighted in (b).  

We also consider that much of the discussion in section four is very similar to that in section five 
of the Consultation Paper and suggest that the two sections be combined to reduce repetition.  

Objectives/goals Objectives/goals 

Outcomes 

Outputs 

Inputs 

Why How 
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It may be that the first part of a combined section is written as an overview of the dimensions, 
with a more detailed part following. 

 

Specific Matter for Comment Five 

Should service performance information be reported (a) as part of the GPFR that is currently 
issued (for example, an annual financial report) but not part of the GPFSs, (b) in a separately 
issued GPFR, or (c) in both a separately issued GPFR and as part of the currently issued GPFR? 

The NZASB does not wish to express a preference for any of the three options in this Specific 
Matter for Comment. We are of the view that an entity produces a single general purpose 
financial report, but that this general purpose financial report may consist of a number of 
components. In the context of where service performance information is disclosed, we would 
prefer that the options refer to separate components of a [single] general purpose financial 
report rather than separate general purpose financial reports. 

The NZASB does not consider that it is appropriate for IPSASB guidance to mandate where 
service performance information should be reported.  Rather, it is preferable for the IPSASB to 
draft authoritative guidance on the principles of service performance information and the 
application of those principles.  Jurisdictions may already have specific requirements on where 
general purpose service performance information must be presented.  This may be impacted by 
the jurisdiction’s legislation or guidance on the auditing of such information.  For example, in 
New Zealand service performance information is generally situated within a general purpose 
financial report.   

Although the NZASB has not expressed a preference for the location of service performance 
information, we consider that, irrespective of where service performance information is 
situated, it must be linked to the pertinent parts of the general purpose financial statements 
and together the two components should be seen as part of the same reporting package.  For 
example, if service performance information is contained within different areas of the financial 
report and the financial statements, then it should be clearly cross referenced so as to enhance 
readability and understandability for the user.  An analogy might be to the display of financial 
information in a CEO’s report at the beginning of a financial report being cross referenced to the 
financial statements.   
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277 Wellington St. West 
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L’Institut Canadien des Comptables Agréés 
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Toronto (Ontario)  M5V 3H2 
Tel/Tél. : 416 977.3222 Fax/Téléc. : 416 
977.8585 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
March 16, 2012  
 
 
Technical Director  
International Public Sector Accounting Standards Board  
International Federation of Accountants  
277 Wellington Street West  
Toronto, Ontario M5V 3H2 CANADA  
 
 
Re: PSAB Staff Comments on Consultation Paper (CP) on “Reporting 
Service Performance Information”  
 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to provide input on the Consultation Paper- 
Reporting Service Performance Information.  We feel that this project is 
an important initiative as the resulting guidance will assist public sector 
entities in meeting their responsibility of being publicly accountable and in 
providing users with information which is useful for decision-making 
purposes. 
 
Overall, PSAB staff is in support of the preliminary views taken by IPSASB.  
Responses to the Specific Matters for Comment and Preliminary Views are 
set out in Appendix A to this letter and represent the views of PSAB staff 
and not those of the Public Sector Accounting Board (PSAB).   
 
Thank you again for the opportunity to provide you with input on this 
Consultation Paper.  We hope that you find our comments helpful. 
 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Joanna Chrzanowski, CA 
Principal 
Public Sector Accounting 
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APPENDIX A 

 

PRELIMINARY VIEWS 
 
Preliminary View 1:  
The reporting of service performance information is necessary to 
meet the objectives of financial reporting (accountability and 
decision-making) as proposed in the Conceptual Framework 
Exposure Draft (CF–ED 1), Conceptual Framework for General 
Purpose Financial Reporting by Public Sector Entities: Role, 
Authority and Scope; Objectives and Users; Qualitative 
Characteristics; and Reporting Entity.  
 
Agree. 
 
Preliminary View 2:  
Developing a standardized service performance information 
terminology for the reporting of service performance information is 
appropriate, and should include the seven terms and working 
definitions in Table A on page 14.  
 
Agree. 
 
Overall, we agree with the seven terms and working definitions that 
represent essential elements within the service performance reporting 
framework as established by the IPSASB.  We also welcome the addition of 
examples to the working definitions of the terms as those will be helpful 
to the preparers of service performance information.  
 
Preliminary View 3:  
Components of service performance information to be reported are 
(a) information on the scope of the service performance information 
reported, (b) information on the public sector entity’s objectives, 
(c) information on the achievement of objectives, and (d) narrative 
discussion of the achievement of objectives.  
 
Agree. 
 
Another area which may be important to include as a component of service 
performance information is the identification of significant lessons learned.  In 
addition to including indirect consequences, both intended and unintended, of 
the services provided, the performance report should also provide information on 
how those consequences will be dealt with.  In these situations users are 
interested in knowing that the issue is being addressed.  IPSASB staff includes this 
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item as part of “Challenges of Reporting Service Performance Information” 
(subparagraph 5.32) as information that is important to users, however, does not 
identify it as a component of service performance information to be reported on.  
This information could be included as part of subparagraph 5.19 as item (d) or as 
part of item (c) with additional explanation in subparagraph 5.22. 
 
 
Preliminary View 4:  
The qualitative characteristics of information and pervasive 
constraints on the information that is currently included in GPFRs of 
public sector entities also apply to service performance information.  
 
Agree. 
 

SPECIFIC MATTERS FOR COMMENT 
 
Specific Matter for Comment 1:  
Should the IPSASB consider issuing (a) non-authoritative guidance for 
those public sector entities that choose to report service 
performance information, (b) authoritative guidance requiring 
public sector entities that choose to issue a service performance 
report to apply the guidance, or (c) authoritative guidance requiring 
public sector entities to report service performance information? 
 

The IPSASB should consider the issuance of a non-authoritative 
(voluntary) guidance on the reporting of service performance 
information.  This would allow the public sector entities that choose to 
report service performance information to report it in accordance with 
an established framework for reporting such information and therefore 
ensure consistency and comparability of service performance 
information of public sector entities.  An authoritative standard would 
also achieve this objective, however, it could discourage public sector 
entities from adopting IPSASs which would result in not following any of 
the standards.  Further, an important reason for making this a voluntary 
guidance is the fact that the area of reporting of performance 
information is still evolving and it varies by jurisdiction.  Mandatory 
standards may stifle innovation and inhibit acceptance.    

The downside of making this a voluntary guidance is that some public 
sector entities may choose not to report the service performance 
information at all and as a result the user needs for receiving such 
information would not be met.  However, we believe that following the 
core authoritative IPSASs is preferable to not following any of them.  In 
the future, as the reporting of service performance information will 
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likely evolve and gain acceptance, the change from a voluntary 
guidance to a standard may be considered. 
 
Issuance of an IPSAS requiring public sector entities that choose to issue 
a service performance report to apply the guidance may also be a good 
option provided the guidance does not limit the public sector entity in 
the manner how they present the service performance information.  
That is, the IPSAS could have mandatory and non-mandatory 
components so that depending on the public sector entity’s business or 
regulatory requirements they are not restricted by the standard and 
have the flexibility on how to report such information.  As part of this 
option it should be considered if audit of such information would be 
required. 
 
 
Specific Matter for Comment 2:  
Do you agree that this project should not identify specific indicators 
of service performance?  
 
Yes. 
 
Identification of specific indicators of service performance should be 
excluded from the scope of this project.  The services provided by public 
sector entities are diverse and the public sector entities may have 
different objectives in provision of such services hence the appropriate 
indicators of service performance may be different.  Including specific 
indicators may limit the information being provided by the entity and as a 
result not reflect the true picture of service performance.  This would in 
turn provide information which is not useful to the users of service 
performance information and hence not be a good accountability and 
decision-making tool.  A good service performance report should present 
service performance indicators that users consider relevant and important 
and such indicators may be different depending on the services and 
objectives of each public sector entity and hence should not be 
specifically identified. 
 
 
Specific Matter for Comment 3:  
Should service performance information included in GPFRs be 
prepared for the same reporting entity as for general purpose 
financial statements (GPFSs)?  
 
Yes. 
 
Including the service performance information for the same reporting 
entity as for GPFRs would allow for linking of all of the information 
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provided for that entity including financial and non-financial information.  
This would allow the users to identify the relationships between the 
financial information (resources) and the service performance information 
and allow for a more informed decision-making.   
 
We recognize that there may be practical issues in providing service 
performance information for the same entity as the reporting entity.  The 
reporting entity may have difficulty obtaining such information in a timely 
manner or such information may not be available.  In those cases, it may 
be appropriate to provide service performance information covering the 
key objectives of the entity.  Such information could still be useful to the 
users of service performance information and preferable to not providing 
any information at all.   
 
 
Specific Matter for Comment 4:  
This CP identifies four dimensions of service performance 
information that are necessary to meet the needs of users. These 
are:  
(a) Information on the public sector entity’s objectives, including 
the need or demand for these objectives to be achieved (the “why” 
dimension);  

(b) Input, output, outcome, efficiency, and effectiveness indicators, 
including service recipient perception or experience information 
(the “what” dimension);  

(c) Comparisons of actual performance to projected (or targeted) 
results, including information on the factors that influence results 
(the “how” dimension); and  

(d) Time-oriented information, including comparisons of actual 
results over time and to milestones (the “when” dimension).  
 
Do you agree with these dimensions of service performance 
information? Are there dimensions that should be added or deleted?  
 
We agree with all of the above types of service performance information 
needs of users other than the following: 

 information on the need or demand for the objectives to be 
achieved (included in (a) above)  

 service recipient perception or experience information (included in 
(b) above) 

 
This information may be relevant and useful to users if it is unbiased and 
representative of information that would be provided by general 
population.  However, it could also result in providing users with 
information that is out of date, unreliable and inaccurate.  As a result, 
such information may lead users to inaccurately assess the service 
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performance of the reporting entity and at the end not be helpful to them 
at all.   
 
In addition to the information identified by IPSASB staff as necessary to 
meet the needs of users, we recommend that information on significant 
lessons learned during the reporting period and a plan of how the 
issues/matters will be addressed in the future be included. 
 
Specific Matter for Comment 5:  
Should service performance information be reported (a) as part of 
the GPFR that is currently issued (for example, an annual financial 
report) but not part of the GPFSs, (b) in a separately issued GPFR, or 
(c) in both a separately issued GPFR and as part of the currently 
issued GPFR? 
 
We believe that including the service performance information as part of the 
traditional general purpose financial report would be most appropriate.  It would 
allow for a better linking of financial and non-financial information which in turn 
would allow the users of the report to more readily identify the relationship 
between traditional financial information and service performance information 
and help them answer questions relating to the efficiency with which resources 
were used and understand the level of service given resources available. 
 
We disagree with IPSASB’s staff comments that reporting service performance 
information as part of the traditional GPFR may confuse users of the traditional 
annual financial report because of the inclusion of non-financial information with 
the financial information already being reported (subparagraph 7.5).  If the report 
is structured properly and the purpose of the non-financial information is stated 
clearly this combined financial and non-financial information could enhance the 
usefulness of the report.  Any user looking strictly for financial information could 
omit the non-financial information contained in the report. 
 
We recognize that there are challenges involved in presenting the service 
performance information as part of the traditional general purpose financial 
report as such may not always be practical due to lack of availability of financial 
or non-financial information at the reporting date and if such reports cover 
different time periods.  However, from users’ perspective presenting the service 
performance information as part of the traditional general purpose financial 
report results in a more useful accountability and decision-making tool given the 
reasons provided above. 
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PROJET 

ANSWERS BY THE IBR/IRE (BELGIUM) 

IPSAS Board 

Consultation Paper on 

Reporting Service Performance Information 

October 2011 

 

Preliminary View 1: 

The reporting of service performance information is necessary to meet the objectives of financial reporting (accountability 

and decision-making) as proposed in the CF-ED 1, Conceptual Framework for General Purpose Financial Reporting by Public 

Sector Entities: Role, Authority and Scope; Objectives and Users; Qualitative Characteristics and Reporting Entity. 

We agree: we welcome this initiative since we believe it is of utmost importance that Service Performance Information is 

included in the Public Sector Entities’ reporting. 

 

Specific Matter for Comment 1: 

Should the IPSASB consider issuing (a) non-authoritative guidance for those public sector entities that choose to report 

service performance information, (b) authoritative guidance requiring public sector entities that choose to issue a service 

performance report to apply the guidance, or (c) authoritative guidance requiring public sector entities to report service 

performance information? 

Alternative (a) logically follows the current status whereby IPSAS are not enforceable to PS Entities. 

However, longer term objective should be to (c) to issue authoritative guidance requiring public sector entities to report 

service performance information. This will allow PS Entities’ reporting to give  a comprehensive view on the operations of the 

Entity. (see also Specific Matter for Comment 3 – scope of reporting).  

 

Specific Matter for Comment 2: 

Do you agree that this project should not identify specific indicators of service performance? 

We recommend a balanced approach. Providing principles only, would give (too) much room for interpretation, and would 

therefore not foster harmonization and consistent approach across applicants. It would equally lead to more interpretation 

and discussion when the reporting will be subject to audit. Therefore we are of the opinion that a minimum guidance is 

required, which will still leave room for consideration of the specifics of the reporting entity. 
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Specific Matter for Comment 3: 

Should service performance information included in GPFRs be prepared for the same reporting entity as for general purpose 

financial statements (GPFSs)? 

We are of the opinion that reporting service performance should not necessarily be done at the level of the ‘single’ entity. In 

some cases, reporting for the same reporting entity as for general purpose financial statements, might be indeed misleading 

in providing a comprehensive view of the service performance. This will be the case when several entities contribute jointly to 

one ‘service’; in this case, the reporting should ideally be done at an ‘integrated’ level 

 

Preliminary View 2: 

Developing a standardized service performance information terminology for the reporting of service performance information 

is appropriate, and should include the seven terms and working definitions in Table A on page 14. 

We do not fully agree with the proposed definitions for Service Performance Information. Also we believe the example used is 

not well chosen. Exhibit A on page 15 is equally incomplete: 

The concept of Economy is missing, i.e. requirement that the resources used by the audited entity for the pursuit of its 

activities shall be made available in due time, in appropriate quantity and quality and at the best price (in table A, 

erroneously referred to as ‘Efficiency’). 

The concept of Efficiency, is concerned with the best relationship between resources employed and results
 
achieved. 

 (Source: European Court of Auditors: Performance Audit Manual). 

The concept of Economy should be equally reflected in Exhibit A on page 15. 

 

Specific Matter for Comment 4: 

This CP identifies four dimensions of service performance information that are necessary to meet the needs of users. These 

are: 

a. Information on the PS entity’s objectives, including the need or demand for these objectives to be achieved (the 

“why” dimension); 

b. Input, output, outcome, efficiency, and effectiveness indicators, including service recipient perception or 

experience information (the “what” dimension); 

c. Comparisons of actual performance to projected (or targeted) results, including information on the factors that 

influence results (the “how” dimension); and 

d. Time-oriented information, including the comparison of actual results over time and to milestones (the “when” 

dimension). 

Do you agree with these dimensions of service performance information? Are there dimensions that should be added or 

deleted? 
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We are of the opinion that these dimensions unnecessarily increase the complexity of the subject matter, without bringing 

any added value. These dimensions are not supported by literature. 

 

Preliminary View 3: 

Components of service performance information to be reported are (a) information on the scope of the service performance 

information reported, (b) information on the public sector entity’s objectives, (c) information on the achievement of 

objectives, and (d) narrative discussion of the achievement of objectives. 

We have the following remarks with respect to this Preliminary View: 

- The narrative discussion should relate only to non quantifiable data. All quantifiable data should be quantified. 

- The audit report should be included sub (e).  

 

Preliminary View 4: 

The qualitative characteristics of information and pervasive constraints on the information that is currently included in GPFRs 

of public sector entities also apply to service performance information. 

We agree. 

 

Specific Matter for Comment 5: 

Should service performance information be reported (a) as part of the GPFR that is currently issued (e.g. an annual financial 

report) but not part of the GPFSs, (b) in a separately issued GPFR, or (c) in both a separately issued GPFR and as part of the 

currently issued GPFR? 

We foster a comprehensive approach, i.e. one single set of reporting including both a financial and a societal view 

(alternative (a)). This comprehensive reporting should be subject to an financial audit, as well as a performance audit. One 

should also consider a compliance audit (legality audit). 

 

Brussels, 23 March 2012 

 

Michel De Wolf, President IBR/IRE 

 

 

 

 

Johan Christiaens 

Baudouin Theunissen 

Christine Vanden Bosch 

Jacques Clocquet 

Danielle Vermaelen 
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Introduction 
 
1. The Public Sector Committee of The Institute of Chartered Accountants of Scotland (ICAS) 

welcomes the opportunity to comment on the International Public Sector Accounting Standards 
Board’s (IPSASB’s) consultation paper “Reporting Service Performance Information”.  The Public 
Sector Committee is a broad based committee of ICAS members with representation from across 
the public services. 

 
2. ICAS’s Charter requires its Committees to act primarily in the public interest, and our responses 

to consultations are therefore intended to place the public interest first.  Our Charter also requires 
us to represent our members’ views and to protect their interests, but in the rare cases where 
these are at odds with the public interest, it is the public interest which must be paramount. 

Key points 
 
3. We believe that accessible published reporting of high level performance which is balanced and 

accurate is necessary to demonstrate the accountability and responsibility of decision makers for 
achieving an entity’s objectives.  Accountability is better demonstrated if a chief officer/chair signs 
off the report with a statement of responsibility. 

4. A framework for the public sector should demonstrate clearer and fuller alignment with existing 
best practice and terminology (e.g. IASB Management Commentary Practice Statement and 
developments in integrated reporting).  This facilitates consistency (a key principle of IFRS) and 
comparability which is essential for benchmarking – a key performance management tool.  It is 
also likely to aid implementation as the concepts and terminology, are consistent with other 
organisations.   

5. In our view a framework works well if it is based on a top-down approach.  The guidelines need to 
differentiate between larger and smaller organisations.  This would be consistent with statutory 
practice in the UK private sector.  Public sector organisations are myriad and varied; this does not 
lend itself to a one-size fits all approach.  It could potentially result in either an onerous burden on 
smaller bodies which is not justifiable in terms of cost/benefit and a light touch approach to larger 
more complex organisations.   

 
6. A key element to meeting the needs of multiple varied users/stakeholders in the public sector is to 

maximise the use of a high level summary report which is supported by signposting to other more 
detailed sources of information.  This improves transparency by avoiding too much detail which 
may obscure the key messages.   
 

7. We believe that a tiered approach is more appropriate whereby smaller bodies focus on a high 
level performance overview within a “management commentary” rather than a full General 
Purpose Financial Report (GPFR), or annual report.  Larger organisations are more likely to need 
a separate GPFR (based on best practice principles) to meet their accountability requirements 
and provide a more comprehensive review.   

 
8. We are not convinced that the focus of this consultation paper should be for service performance 

reporting in a separate General Purpose Financial Report (GPFR) as opposed to a high level 
management commentary within the financial statements.  Not all public sector organisations 
have a requirement to prepare an annual report.  Many organisations that provide financial 
statements, will not also provide a GPFR.  Focusing on introducing a high level overview using a 
management commentary attached to the financial statements would be easier and less costly to 
implement.   

 
9. In addition, summary performance reporting beside the accounts has the advantage of showing 

side by side how resources have been spent and how effective that has been.  As an example, in 
the UK private sector, the business review is included within a Directors’ Report which is reported 
in the same document as the financial statements.  We would also stress that good quality cost 
information (e.g. comparable unit costs) is important for benchmarking to demonstrate efficiency. 
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10. National and sector service performance reporting can involve various documents/ publications 
for various stakeholders and different purposes.  These may include external regulators reports 
covering different periods.  It would be difficult to consolidate all this information into a GPFR 
without resulting in a large and unwieldy report.  This does not promote transparent reporting of 
the key messages.  Our preference is for a hierarchy of information which users can drill-down 
into as required. 

 
11. We would welcome further clarity on the definition for the GPFR, for example is the GPFR 

essentially a management commentary?  If so, it would be more understandable to call it 
“Management Commentary” for consistency with the IASB developments, using similar principles 
but with recommended content adapted to meet the needs of the public sector (in a framework as 
proposed by this consultation paper).  The terms GPFR and GPFS are potentially confusing with 
their similarity and inconsistency with terminology used by the IASB.   

 
Preliminary View 1 (following paragraph 1.6): 
The reporting of service performance information is necessary to meet the objectives of 
financial reporting (accountability and decision-making) as proposed in the Conceptual 
Framework Exposure Draft (CF–ED 1), Conceptual Framework for General Purpose Financial 
Reporting by Public Sector Entities: Role, Authority and Scope; Objectives and Users; 
Qualitative Characteristics; and Reporting Entity. 
 
12. We agree that service performance reporting is an important tool to publicly demonstrate 

accountability and responsibility of the key decision makers for the entity’s performance and 
achievement of strategic objectives. 
 

13. We also believe that: 
 Easy public access to service reporting is an important aspect of effectively demonstrating 

this responsibility so it is recommended that a framework should also include minimum steps 
for effective public access.  As an example this could include publishing on the entity’s 
website and providing copies of the report in different languages which reflect the diversity of 
their service area. 

 In the public sector, outcomes can take many years to come to fruition so longer term 
performance reporting is needed to strengthen accountability of the key decision makers. 
 

14. Performance reporting is a subjective area.  There is a risk of incomplete and biased information 
which omits poor performance areas.  To manage this we believe that: 

 Responsibility for performance outcomes and the accountability of those in charge of decision 
making is demonstrated more robustly if a service performance report / overview is signed off 
by a chief officer or chair.  This would include a statement that the performance report 
represents a fair and balanced review of the entity’s performance.  As an example the 
Responsibility Statement used in UK private companies is required by section 418(2) of the 
Companies Act 20061.   

 Balance and accuracy of the reported information is essential to meet users’ needs so we 
suggest that a Framework also identifies audit and verification arrangements.  As an example, 
this may involve auditors affirming consistency with their knowledge of the organisation and 
financial statements and/or include auditors verifying that the underlying arrangements for 
producing the information are adequate. 

 
15. In addition, it is important for the entity to provide some context in their assessment of 

performance to explain results.  For example, in a wider economic recession, it may be expected 
that some services experience a dip in performance. 

                                                           
1
 UK Companies Act 2006 (s418)  
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Preliminary View 2 (following paragraph 3.5): 
Developing a standardized service performance information terminology for the reporting of 
service performance information is appropriate, and should include the seven terms and 
working definitions in Table A on page 14. 
 
16. The standard terminology is appropriate.   

 
17. In Table A for the working definition of performance indicators, we suggest the following 

amendment: 
 
“Performance indicators are quantitative or qualitative measures that describe “demonstrate” the 
extent to which a service is achieving its objectives and using resources.” 
 

Preliminary View 3 (following paragraph 5.23): 
Components of service performance information to be reported are (a) information on the 
scope of the service performance information reported, (b) information on the public sector 
entity’s objectives, (c) information on the achievement of objectives, and (d) narrative 
discussion of the achievement of objectives. 
 
18. We agree with this view. 

 
Preliminary View 4 (following paragraph 6.9): 
The qualitative characteristics of information and pervasive constraints on the information that 
is currently included in GPFRs of public sector entities also apply to service performance 
information. 
 
19. We agree with this view.  The following are key to maintain a high level focus: 

 Materiality to ensure that attention is focused on what matters most (in financial terms and 
reflecting customer/user priorities); and 

 Cost/ benefit of providing the information to minimise wasted effort. 
 

Specific Matter for Comment 1 (following paragraph 1.11): 
 
Should the IPSASB consider issuing (a) non-authoritative guidance for those public sector 
entities that choose to report service performance information, (b) authoritative guidance 
requiring public sector entities that choose to issue a service performance report to apply the 
guidance, or (c) authoritative guidance requiring public sector entities to report service 
performance information? 
 
20. Our preference is (a) - a best practice framework issued as non-authoritative guidance based on 

the principle of “comply or explain” which is consistent with the approach taken by the UK 
Financial Reporting Council.  This is to reflect that some countries already have performance 
reporting arrangements in place led by national jurisdictions and an additional layer from IPSASB 
would overlap rather than complement this.  An over prescriptive approach for those countries 
developing an approach may discourage adoption.  This approach is also consistent with the 
IFRS Practice Statement “Management Commentary” which is a non-binding framework.   

 
Specific Matter for Comment 2 (following paragraph 2.3): 

Do you agree that this project should not identify specific indicators of service performance? 

21. Yes, the wide variety of public sector bodies does not lend itself to a one-size fits all approach.  
We believe firmly that a principles based approach with guidance is the best approach to develop 
and implement best practice frameworks efficiently.  Management are best placed to determine 
the most appropriate indicators to measure service performance and it is their responsibility to 
apply the principles effectively.  It would however, be helpful to provide examples of key 
performance indicators to inform management seeking to develop their own. 
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Specific Matter for Comment 3 (following paragraph 2.4):  
 
Should service performance information included in GPFRs be prepared for the same 
reporting entity as for general purpose financial statements (GPFSs)?  
 
22. Yes, the same entity boundary and reporting period would complement the different types of 

information reported (see also paragraph 26 which explains the benefits of a forward looking 
view). 
 

23. Some public sector entities contract out service provision; these may be arms-length companies 
who prepare separate accounts.  They are likely to form part of consolidated group accounts for 
the entity who has overall responsibility for provision of these services.  We believe that a 
framework should include a clarification that the performance report provides a complete picture 
of the services provided and resources required – at consolidated group level.  This would reflect 
the overarching responsibility within the public sector entity to provide these services.  It would 
also support comparability and benchmarking across other similar organisations, not all of whom 
may have chosen the same operating model for service delivery. 
 

24. In our view, reporting performance at group level, rather than at a single entity level, offers greater 
transparency and completeness of all activities and resources. 
 

Specific Matter for Comment 4 (following paragraph 4.18):  
 
This consultation paper (CP) identifies four dimensions of service performance information 
that are necessary to meet the needs of users. These are:  
 
(a) Information on the public sector entity’s objectives, including the need or demand for these 
objectives to be achieved (the “why” dimension);  

(b) Input, output, outcome, efficiency, and effectiveness indicators, including service recipient 
perception or experience information (the “what” dimension);  

(c) Comparisons of actual performance to projected (or targeted) results, including information 
on the factors that influence results (the “how” dimension); and  

(d) Time-oriented information, including comparisons of actual results over time and to 
milestones (the “when” dimension).  
 
Do you agree with these dimensions of service performance information? Are there 
dimensions that should be added or deleted?  
 
25. We agree with the “why”, “what”, “how” and “when” dimensions.   

 
26. A new dimension “so what” would be more appropriate for the outcome indicators to show how 

the service has made a difference.  This also serves to promote the “outcomes” dimension being 
a key driver of a performance management framework.  For example, some bodies use outcome 
based budgeting to allocate scarce resources in line with (customer) priorities. 
 

27. Another dimension “what if” for consideration of risks and uncertainties in the future and how this 
could impact on service performance would be helpful.  This can be particularly relevant in the 
public sector due to periodic political changes which can impact on priorities.  We believe the 
“what if” question would provide a more balanced view of performance and this is also in line with 
the IASB Management Commentary practice statement: 

“The inclusion of forward-looking information within management commentary helps users of 
the financial reports assess whether past performance is indicative of future performance and 
whether the progress of the entity is in line with management’s stated objectives

2
.” 

 
28. A forward looking assessment can also go some way towards balancing the historic aspect of 

both financial and service reporting, given the time delay between the period reported and 
publication date. 

                                                           
2 Source: Para B27 - IASB Management Commentary practice statement  
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Specific Matter for Comment 5 (following paragraph 7.9): 
  
Should service performance information be reported:  
(a) as part of the GPFR that is currently issued (for example, an annual financial report) but not 
part of the GPFSs,  
(b) in a separately issued GPFR, or  
(c) in both a separately issued GPFR and as part of the currently issued GPFR?  
 
 
29. Option (a) is preferred however a distinction needs to be made between smaller and larger 

organisations.  We do not agree with options (b) and (c) due to the additional cost and time to 
produce as well as the risk of duplication. 
 

30. We believe that a summary high level performance overview (management commentary) is best 
placed within the financial statements, not a GPFR, as explained in paragraph 8. 
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The Technical Director  

International Public Sector Accounting Standards Board 

International Federation of Accountants 

277 Wellington Street West 

Toronto, Ontario M5V 3H2 Canada 

Per e-mail 

11 April 2012 

Dear Stephenie,  

COMMENT ON THE CONSULTATION PAPER ON REPORTING SERVICE 

PERFORMANCE INFORMATION 

We welcome the opportunity to comment on the Consultation Paper on Reporting Service 

Performance Information. 

Our comment to you is set out in five parts: Part I outlines general comment on the 

Consultation Paper, Part II outlines comment on the preliminary views, Part III outlines 

comment on the specific matters for comment, Part IV outlines comment on the sections 

included in the Consultation Paper and Part V outlines editorial and other minor comment. 

The comment is that of the Secretariat and not the Accounting Standards Board (Board). In 

formulating the comment, the Secretariat consulted with a range of stakeholders including 

auditors, preparers, consultants, professional bodies and other interested parties.  

Please feel free to contact me should you have any queries relating to this letter.  

Yours sincerely 

Erna Swart 

Chief Executive Officer 
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PART I – GENERAL COMMENTS 

1. Overall support for the Consultation Paper 

1.1 Overall, we are supportive of the proposal to report on service performance 

information. We agree that reporting service performance information will assist 

users in assessing how efficiently and effectively public sector entities are using 

resources to provide services and achieve their objectives as part of General 

Purpose Financial Reports (GPFRs). 

2. Introduction to Service Performance Reporting (section 1)  

2.1 Reporting service performance information is aimed at enhancing the public sector’s 

accountability and decision-making. Though it is not stated specifically that the 

framework to be developed will only be applicable to entities that have adopted the 

accrual basis of accounting, paragraph 1.1 notes that the Conceptual Framework 

Exposure Draft issued in December 2010, proposes concepts that underpin general 

purpose financial reports (GPFRs) of public sector entities that adopt the accrual 

basis of accounting. We are of the view that reporting on service performance 

information will be as relevant to users of GPFRs prepared on the cash-basis of 

accounting. If the IPSASB agrees that the proposed framework should only be 

applied by entities that have adopted the accrual-basis of accounting, it could be 

useful to indicate that the principles in the proposed framework could be used by 

entities preparing financial statements on a cash-basis when reporting service 

performance information.  

2.2 Furthermore, as stated in section 2 Objective and Scope of the Service 

Performance Reporting Project, the proposed framework will be developed to 

ensure consistency in reporting service performance information of public sector 

entities. The Consultation Paper does not explain whether these public sector 

entities include Government Business Enterprises (GBEs). While we accept that the 

current suite of IPSASs do not apply to GBEs as these entities apply IFRSs, we are 

of the view that reporting service performance information is applicable to many 

GBEs. We would therefore, as a broader issue, urge the IPSASB to consider the 

applicability of reporting outside of the GPFSs by GBEs as part of the GBE project 

recently added to the IPSASB’s work programme.  

As an interim measure, we suggest that the framework should indicate that, 

although it is not intended to apply to GBEs, the principles in the proposed 

framework could be used by GBEs in reporting service performance information. 
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PART II – PRELIMINARY VIEWS 

Preliminary view 1  

The reporting of service performance information is necessary to meet the objectives of 

financial reporting (accountability and decision-making) as proposed in the Conceptual 

Framework Exposure Draft (CF–ED 1), Conceptual Framework for General Purpose 

Financial Reporting by Public Sector Entities: Role, Authority and Scope; Objectives and 

Users; Qualitative Characteristics; and Reporting Entity.  

We agree that reporting service performance information is necessary to meet the 

objectives of financial reporting, ie accountability and decision-making. The proposed 

framework should however acknowledge that the different regulatory and legislative 

requirements in various jurisdictions could impact the extent to which entities adopt the 

framework to be issued by the IPSASB. In particular governments in each jurisdiction may 

need to determine and consider how best to address conflicts between the principles set 

out in the proposed framework and their specific regulatory and legislative requirements 

governing service performance information reports, if any.  

Preliminary View 2  

Developing a standardized service performance information terminology for the reporting of 

service performance information is appropriate, and should include the seven terms and 

working definitions in Table A on page 14.  

We support the development of standardised service performance information terminology. 

We support the seven terms, but have some suggestions on the working definitions and 

additional terms that could be included in the proposed framework. These proposals are set 

out in Part IV of our comment letter (see paragraph 1.1 to 1.9). 

Preliminary View 3  

Components of service performance information to be reported are (a) information on the 

scope of the service performance information reported, (b) information on the public sector 

entity’s objectives, (c) information on the achievement of objectives, and (d) narrative 

discussion of the achievement of objectives.  

We are of the view that the matters discussed under part (c) and part (d) are very similar in 

nature. We suggest that these two sections are combined into a single section because 

entities will not be able to report on the one section without reporting or dealing with the 

issues required to be reported in the other section, without the resultant duplication.  

Comment on other aspects in this section is set out in Part IV of our comment letter (see 

paragraph 1.21 to 1.33).   

Preliminary View 4  

The qualitative characteristics of information and pervasive constraints on the information 

that is currently included in GPFRs of public sector entities also apply to service 

performance information.  
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We support the view that the qualitative characteristics of information and pervasive 

constraints on information, that is currently included in General Purpose Financial Reports 

of public sector entities, should also apply to service performance information.  

However, we do suggest that the discussion of the qualitative characteristics and pervasive 

constraints on the information, and how these apply to service performance information 

reporting should be brought forward in the proposed framework. The qualitative 

characteristics form the basis of decisions about what to report to meet the needs of users.  

“Relevance” is very critical but is often highly subjective. There is a risk that “relevance” 

may become the main driver in the selection of performance indicators and we suggest that 

the proposed framework should extend the discussion of “relevance” and its applicability to 

service performance information.  
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PART III – SPECIFIC MATTERS FOR COMMENT  

Specific Matter for Comment 1 (following paragraph 1.11):  

Should the IPSASB consider issuing (a) non-authoritative guidance for those public sector 

entities that choose to report service performance information, (b) authoritative guidance 

requiring public sector entities that choose to issue a service performance report to apply 

the guidance, or (c) authoritative guidance requiring public sector entities to report service 

performance information?  

We support option (b), ie that the framework should be authoritative guidance that requires 

those public sector entities that choose to issue a service performance information report to 

apply the guidance. To ensure comparability of service performance information reports, 

we support the application of a consistent framework to be applied by all public sector 

entities as this will enhance users’ understanding when entities report service performance 

information.  

The regulatory and legislative requirements mandating entities within various jurisdictions 

could however prevent some entities from reporting service performance information. The 

framework should therefore be authoritative to the extent that regulatory and legislative 

requirements mandate entities to report service performance information or, to the extent 

that entities choose to report on service performance information in the absence of any 

regulatory and legislative requirements. If the IPSASB mandates reporting on service 

performance information, countries that consider adopting IPSASs may be discouraged 

from adoption, because reporting on service performance information may be seen as a 

barrier to claim compliance with IPSASs in preparing financial statements.  

In order to issue the proposed framework on service performance information reports as 

authoritative guidance, the proposed framework should clearly explain that service 

performance information relates to financial and non-financial information to ensure that 

reporting service performance information falls within the scope of General Purpose 

Financial Reporting.   

In determining whether the authoritative guidance should be issued as an IPSAS, we 

suggest that consideration should be given to whether reporting service performance 

information impacts on the fair presentation of financial statements or whether such 

information enhances, supplements and compliments the information presented in the 

financial statements. To the extent that reporting service performance information impacts 

on the fair presentation, we suggest that an IPSAS should be considered. If reporting 

service performance information only enhances, supplements and compliments the 

information presented in the financial statements, another type of pronouncement may be 

more appropriate.  

Specific Matter for Comment 2 (following paragraph 2.3):  

Do you agree that this project should not identify specific indicators of service 

performance?  

We support the view that the proposed framework should not identify specific indicators of 

service performance information.  
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During our consultation, it was indicated that illustrative examples of the various indicators 

in reporting service performance information would be useful, specifically for those 

jurisdictions that have a limited knowledge of reporting service performance information. 

We therefore suggest that the IPSASB should consider issuing supplementary guidance 

that illustrates selected indicators of service performance information, including information 

on how these were determined. As an alternative, the IPSASB could consider including 

references to reports that were issued by jurisdictions that were consulted during the 

development of the proposed framework so that entities can refer to these reports for more 

guidance.  

Specific Matter for Comment 3 (following paragraph 2.4):  

Should service performance information included in GPFRs be prepared for the same 

reporting entity as for general purpose financial statements (GPFSs)?  

We support the proposal that service performance information should be prepared for the 

same reporting entity as for general purpose financial statements. 

However, we also see reporting on service performance information at a higher level to be 

useful for accountability and decision-making purposes. The link or relationship between 

the reporting entity’s own service delivery objectives compared to that of government as a 

whole may not always be clear in the reporting entity’s report. The reporting entity’s report 

on service performance information normally provides more detailed information on the 

service delivery objectives at a lower level, whereas government’s objectives are focused 

at a higher/overall level, or it may even include broader objectives not reported on by any 

individual reporting entity. 

An integrated service performance information report of a specific sector will also provide 

users with information on how the sector is achieving, or not achieving its service delivery 

objectives in the sector. This information will provide useful information to governments in 

identifying if resources are, or are not, utilised in an economic, effective or efficient manner.  

It is further suggested that the service performance information reports should also provide 

information on interrelationships with other public sector entities or service performance 

information across various sectors to provide a better overview to users on how 

government is achieving its overall agreed objectives.  

Specific Matter for Comment 4 (following paragraph 4.18):  

This CP identifies four dimensions of service performance information that are necessary to 

meet the needs of users. These are:  

(a)  Information on the public sector entity’s objectives, including the need or demand for 

these objectives to be achieved (the “why” dimension);  

(b)  Input, output, outcome, efficiency, and effectiveness indicators, including service 

recipient perception or experience information (the “what” dimension);  

(c)  Comparisons of actual performance to projected (or targeted) results, including 

information on the factors that influence results (the “how” dimension); and  
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(d)  Time-oriented information, including comparisons of actual results over time and to 

milestones (the “when” dimension).  

Do you agree with these dimensions of service performance information? Are there 

dimensions that should be added or deleted?  

We agree with the four dimensions of service performance information and are not aware 

of any other dimensions that should be added. We do however suggest that the information 

envisaged by reporting on these four dimensions could be illustrated in the proposed 

framework using the performance indicators discussed in section 3.  

Comment on other aspects included in the section elaborating on these four dimensions is 

set out in Part IV of our comment letter (see paragraph 1.10 to 1.20).   

Specific Matter for Comment 5  

Should service performance information be reported (a) as part of the GPFR that is 

currently issued (for example, an annual financial report) but not part of the GPFSs, (b) in a 

separately issued GPFR, or (c) in both a separately issued GPFR and as part of the 

currently issued GPFR?  

During our consultation process, stakeholders indicated that reporting on service 

performance information will be more useful if it accompanies the annual financial 

statements in a single report to give users an overall, holistic view of the entity. We 

therefore support option (a) which suggests that reporting on service performance 

information should form part of the General Purpose Financial Report, but not part of the 

general purpose financial statements.  

From a South African perspective, the preparation of an annual General Purpose Financial 

Report is currently not required, but entities are required to prepare an annual report that to 

some extent, includes information that are currently not seen to be within the scope of 

General Purpose Financial Report.  
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PART IV – COMMENT ON SECTIONS INCLUDED IN THE CONSULTATION PAPER 

Section 3 – Service Performance Terminology 

As noted in our response to preliminary view 2, we support the seven terms but have the 

following suggestions relating to the terms and working definitions. 

Additional performance indicators and concepts to be included in the proposed framework  

1.1 We propose that activities and impact should also be included in the table of working 

definitions for service performance information as these concepts are important in 

reporting service performance information. Activities form part of the planning, 

budgeting and implementation activity while impact deals with the management 

aspect in achieving the results.  

Government’s interventions may have unintended consequences on service 

performance information, which is not always within an entity’s control. The impact, 

however, still needs to be identified and monitored so that risks can be managed and 

corrective action can be taken by management. We therefore see “impact” as a core 

service performance information concept, and propose that it should be identified as 

a type of performance indicator in the proposed framework.  

Proposed definitions for activities and impact are: 

Activities – the processes or actions that use a range of inputs to produce the desired 

outputs and ultimately outcomes.  

Impact – the results of achieving specific outcomes.  

1.2 In addition, we propose that “economy” and “equity” should be added as specific 

performance information indicators. The economy indicator measures and explores 

whether specific inputs are acquired at the lowest cost, at the right time and whether 

the method of producing the requisite outputs is economical. The equity indicator 

explores whether services are being provided impartially, fairly and equitably, and 

reflects the extent to which an entity has achieved and has been able to maintain an 

equitable supply of comparable outputs across, for example, demographic groups, 

regions, urban and rural areas etc.  

Both these indicators are important when reporting on service performance 

information.  

The following diagram illustrates the relationship between the four performance 

indicators, ie efficiency, effectiveness, economy and equity, and the performance 

information concepts ie inputs, activities, outputs, outcomes and impacts: 
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Relationship between the proposed core performance information concepts 

 

 

Proposed performance indicators and core performance information concepts 

 

Proposals on working definitions and examples  

1.3 The definition for “objective” should be elaborated to explain that “an objective”  

entails an entity meeting a specific service delivery target based on what was initially 

planned or set out for the entity. An entity’s objective should be aligned with what the 

user’s perception is with regards to its purpose and aim.  
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1.4 The term result, as currently used in the definition of “objective” impacts some of the 

other working definitions (ie impact and outcome), and we therefore propose that 

result should also be further explained in clarifying its meaning.  

1.5 The examples used in table A, that illustrate the terms and working definitions, are 

mostly financial related. Because reporting on service performance information 

involves reporting on both financial and non-financial information, we suggest that the 

examples should be expanded to also illustrate how these indicators are linked to 

non-financial information in communicating how resources were used and what was 

achieved as a result of their usage.  

1.6 During our consultation, it was suggested that the four dimensions discussed in 

section 4, could be illustrated in the proposed framework by applying the 

performance indicators discussed in this section, to those dimensions.  

1.7 The working definition for ‘performance indicators’ states that indicators are 

qualitative or quantitative measures. It is suggested that the wording and/or is used 

instead, as certain measures can include both qualitative and quantitative aspects 

and will therefore be more meaningful. Using one or the other could impair the quality 

of information. 

1.8 With reference to the example for ‘outputs’ it is suggested that percentages will be 

more meaningful where the full population is quantified, for instance where the infant 

population is 100 000 a 10% inoculation will create more tangible evidence of service 

performance than where the population is 10 000. 

1.9 It is suggested that the definition for “outcomes” should include a reference to 

progress made. We propose that the following phrase should be added: 

Outcomes are the impact of outcomes and progress made in delivering the 

reporting entity’s objectives. 

Section 4 – Users of Service Performance Information, their Needs and Information 

Needed to Meet their Needs 

As noted in our response to specific matter for comment 4, we agree with the four 

dimensions of service performance information and are not aware of any other dimensions. 

We do have the following comment concerning the four dimensions.  

1.10 We suggest that the distinction between the four dimensions ie why, what, how and 

when should be further strengthened and explained in the proposed framework in 

clarifying how reporting service performance information meet users needs.  

Dimension 1: Information on the public sector entity’s objectives, including the need or 

demand for these objectives to be achieved 

1.11 We are of the view that requiring entities to explain the need or demand of an 

objective as required in paragraph 4.5(a) and explaining why a service is provided as 

required in paragraph 4.7 may be too onerous for inclusion in the service 

performance information report. We understand these requirements to be an 

explanation of why a specific objective was identified by the reporting entity, which is 
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different from explaining why the service objective was included in the service 

performance information report. 

Identifying an entity’s service objectives are part of another, more detailed process 

that is normally determined by government and agreed at a higher level before the 

detail is included in the entity’s strategic or business plan. We therefore suggest that 

entities should be required to only report on those objectives set and agreed at this 

higher level, without explaining why the service objective falls within the entity’s 

mandate, or what the need or demand for the specific service entails.  

The requirement in paragraph 4.5(a) and paragraph 4.7 should be reconsidered to 

limit the reporting requirement to an explanation of why the service objective, that 

forms part of the entity’s mandate, has been included in the service performance 

information report.  

1.12 In meeting users’ needs when determining what service objectives should be 

included and explained in the entity’s report on service performance information, the 

entity should develop criteria to identify users’ needs and to determine what users 

see as relevant and would like management to report on in its service performance 

information report.  

We suggest that the discussion of the first dimension should be expanded to require 

the entity, as a first step, to consult or interact with its users in identifying what service 

objectives, as included in its agreed strategic or business plan, should be reported on 

in its service performance information report, based on user’s needs. This will assist 

the preparers of the service performance information report to identify the scope of 

the service performance information report as discussed in section 5 of the 

Consultation Paper.  

A well-known set of selection criteria that could be applied by entities is the “SMART” 

criteria: 

• Specific: the nature and the required level of performance can be clearly 

identified 

• Measurable: the required performance can be measured 

• Achievable: the target is realistic given existing capacity 

• Relevant: the required performance is linked to the achievement of a goal 

• Time-bound: the time period or deadline for delivery is specified. 

Dimension 2: Input, output, outcome, efficiency, and effectiveness indicators, including 

service recipient perception or experience information 

1.13 Paragraph 4.11 states that output and outcome indicators may include service 

recipients’ perceptions of, or experience with the quality of services. During our 

consultation, it was questioned how an entity will be able to determine such 

perception.  

It is suggested that the proposed framework should rather indicate that the service 

recipients’ perception is a measurement method to evaluate the quality of the service 
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(ie the effectiveness indicator), rather than to suggest that the output and outcome 

indicators may include such perceptions. 

1.14 Furthermore, we are of the view that recipient perception or experience is rather an 

indication of how well a service was performed. We therefore suggest that the 

discussion should form part of the discussion of the “how” dimension in paragraphs 

4.13 to 4.15. 

Dimension 3: Comparisons of actual performance to projected (or targeted) results 

1.15 This dimension requires a comparison of actual performance against projected or 

targeted results. It is not clear from the discussion in this section how the projected or 

targeted results link back to the service performance working definitions discussed in 

section 3 of the Consultation Paper. 

We suggest that the IPSASB should explain the link or relationship between 

projected or targeted and results and the performance information concepts (ie 

objectives and outcome) as identified in section 2. Also see comment 1.4 in this 

regard. 

1.16 The discussion in this dimension could also be elaborated with a requirement that 

management’s assumptions should be explained, along with a discussion on how 

these assumptions impacted the actual results.  

1.17 Information on the deviation of initially planned activities and objectives, including the 

reasons and the impact of such deviations, could also be discussed as part of this 

dimension, because it impacts on “what”, and to “what extent” the entity’s service 

objectives were met. We suggest that an explanation on the deviation of planned 

objectives and the reasons therefore should also be discussed as part of this 

dimension. 

1.18 During the consultation, it was suggested that this dimension should not only focus 

on a comparison between actual and projected (or targeted) results of the reporting 

entity, but that the requirement should be extended to allow comparisons between 

various jurisdictions concerning related services. 

1.19 Paragraph 4.14 indicates that external and internal factors, other than the service 

delivery itself, may influence service performance. Even though we do not disagree 

with the statement, it should be highlighted that these external and internal factors 

can only impact an entity’s service performance to the extent that it is linked to the 

entity’s objectives. We suggest that this argument should be emphasised in the 

discussion of this dimension. 

1.20 The discussion under this dimension seems to focus on “whether” an entity has 

achieved its projected or targeted results and does not explain “what” results are 

achieved. We propose that the proposed framework should strengthen the discussion 

on the “what” dimension. 

Section 5 – Which Components of Service Performance Information should be 

included in GPFRs 
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As noted in our response to preliminary view 3, we propose that part(c) and part (d) should 

be combined into a single component. We also have the following additional comment on 

other aspects included and discussed in this section.  

Information on the scope of the service performance information reported 

1.21 We do not support the view in paragraph 5.3 that the information to be included in the 

service performance information report concerning the scope, has similarities with the 

statement of accounting policies. The information reported on under the scope of the 

service performance information report more articulate a basis of preparation than 

specific principles, bases, conventions, rules and practices to be applied in preparing 

a service performance information report. We are of the view that it is more accurate 

to state that the scope of the service performance information report has similarities 

with the basis of preparation outlined in the financial statements, as accounting 

policies are specific to financial statements. The analogy to the reporting of service 

performance information is inappropriate.  

1.22 Paragraph 5.4 could be elaborated to require an entity to state, as a starting point, 

whether all services have been included in the service performance information 

report, and if not, then only an explanation should be included to explain which 

services have been included and the reasons for selecting those services. 

1.23 The proposed framework could also require entities to report on any legal or other 

restrictions imposed on services that restrict the entity from reporting on these 

services as part of the service performance information report. 

1.24 The difference between this component which requires information on what services 

have been included in the service performance information report (paragraph 5.4) 

and, information explaining how the objectives were established and how users’ 

needs and demands were determined (paragraph 5.10) is not clear from the 

Consultation Paper. To avoid duplicating information in the service performance 

information report, we suggest that the different requirements in paragraph 5.4 and 

paragraph 5.10 should be clearly articulated in the proposed framework. 

1.25 We suggest that the phrase “the level of detail of the service performance information 

reported” (paragraph 5.3(f)) should be amended to “approach taken to determine 

which services to report on”, because it might be argued that a discussion on the 

level of detail rather forms part of the component that requires a narrative discussion 

of the achievement of objectives (paragraphs 5.19 to 5.23 of the Consultation Paper). 

Information on the public sector entity’s objectives 

1.26 As mentioned previously, we do not support the requirement to explain how the 

entity’s objectives were established as required in paragraph 5.10 (see our comment 

in paragraph 1.10). We are of the view that such a requirement is too onerous for 

inclusion in the service performance information report because identifying an entity’s 

service objectives are part of another, more detailed process that is normally 

determined by government and agreed at a higher level. Entities should be required 

to report on their agreed service objectives as set out the strategic or business plan, 

without explaining why the service objective were determined or falls within their 
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mandate, or what the need for that specific objective was prior to its inclusion in the 

strategic or business plan. 

1.27 It is not clear from the discussion in paragraphs 5.9 to 5.11 what is meant with 

“source of the objectives reported”. We suggest that the proposed framework 

elaborate on this requirement if information on the “source of reported objectives” is 

to be included in the service performance information report. 

1.28 When reporting on service performance information, the entity should link its 

objectives to performance indicators to allow users to assess how efficiently and 

effectively the entity used its resources to provide services and achieve its objectives. 

We do not understand the rationale for providing a description and explanation of 

such a link as required by paragraph 5.8(c). We suggest that this requirement should 

be further clarified and explained in the proposed framework if such a description and 

explanation is required in the service performance information report. 

1.29 We suggest that the last sentence in paragraph 5.10 “service performance indicators 

used as targets set user expectations of the level of accomplishment of those 

objectives” should be clarified. 

Narrative discussion on the achievement of objectives 

1.30 Paragraph 5.19 requires “balanced explanations” but what exactly “balanced” entails, 

is not clear from the discussion paragraphs included in this section. 

We suggest that “balanced explanations” should be more clearly linked to the 

qualitative characteristics as included in the General Purpose Financial Reports for 

public sector entities, or as an alternative, that it should be linked to the concepts 

explained in paragraph 5.24. 

1.31 We suggest that paragraph 5.22 should clarify that the narrative discussion of the 

factors that may have influenced the achievement, or lack of achievement, of the 

objectives within the reporting of service performance information, should not 

undermine the reason of why the services were not delivered. This is because 

entities would be inclined to give information that reduces the responsibility for the 

lack of performance by placing, or trying to place, some on the reasons and factors 

outside the entity’s control. 

1.32 It is suggested that the explanation of “indirect consequences” (paragraph 5.22) be 

illustrated by the use of an example. The following example may be considered: 

Where a programme is initiated to reduce the level of poverty and unemployment 

within a specific area, and it is noted that the pregnancy rate is reduced or that the 

spread of HIV/AIDS is lower in areas where the programme was initiated due to 

better access to information or health care and less idle time, such consequences 

would be considered as “indirect” to the original objective. 

Challenges of reporting service performance information 

1.33 Paragraph 5.24(g) identifies the possible consequences for the reporting entity as a 

result of the reported service performance information, as a challenge for reporting. 
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Even though we agree that this is a challenge for the reporting entity, we suggest that 

the service performance information report should communicate these consequences 

to the users as part of the service performance information report. We therefore 

suggest that paragraph 5.24(g) and the related explanation in paragraph 5.32 should 

be included in section 5.19 to 5.23 that requires a narrative discussion on the 

achievement of objectives. The narrative discussion could address how these 

consequences will be diverted into opportunities to improve the service delivery 

objectives.  
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PART V – EDITORIAL AND OTHER MINOR COMMENTS 

The following editorial and other minor comments are proposed: 

Paragraph Comment 

1.6 last sentence We suggest the following amendment: 

Providing service performance information also can can also 
influence decisions of users in their transactions with a public sector 
entity.  

5.12 bullet (a) and 

5.13 

 

Reference is made to assessing the performance of the service 
provided.  

We suggest that it should be changed to “assessing the entity’s 
performance in meeting or achieving its service objectives”.  

5.12(b) We suggest the following amendment: 

The degree extent to which service performance objectives have 
been met 

5.15 We suggest the following amendment for consistency between with 
section 3 where performance indicators were discussed: 

The five types of service performance indicators...” 

5.22 The indirect consequences of services not provided should also be 
reflected in this part of the service performance information report.  

We suggest that “or not provided” should be added in the first 
sentence. 

5.24(a) We suggest the following amendment: 

Service performance expectations objectives are clearly specified 
and the degree to which those expectations objectives have been 
achieved is clearly reported. 
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The Japanese Institute of 

Certified Public Accountants 

4-4-1, Kudan-Minami, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 102-8264, Japan 

Phone: 81-3-3515-1129 Fax: 81-3-5226-3356  

E-mail: hieirikaikei@jicpa.or.jp 

http://www.jicpa.or.jp/n_eng 

 

April 12, 2012 

 

Ms. Stephenie Fox 

Technical Director 

International Public Sector Accounting Standards Board 

International Federation of Accountants 

277 Wellington Street West 

Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5V 3H2 

 

Comments on the Consultation Paper, “Reporting on  

Service Performance Information” 

 

Dear Ms. Fox, 

 

The Japanese Institute of Certified Public Accountants (JICPA) is pleased to comment 

on the Consultation Paper (CP), “Reporting on Service Performance Information,” as 

follows. 

 

Comments on Preliminary Views 

Preliminary View 1: 

The reporting of service performance information is necessary to meet the objectives 

of financial reporting (accountability and decision-making) as proposed in the 

Conceptual Framework Exposure Draft (CF–ED 1), Conceptual Framework for 

General Purpose Financial Reporting by Public Sector Entities: Role, Authority and 

Scope; Objectives and Users; Qualitative Characteristics; and Reporting Entity. 
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1. We agree with the preliminary view 1.  

2. In addition to this, we suggest that entities shall also disclose in the reporting of 

service performance information, the relationship between the service performance 

information in financial reporting and the other performance information, such as 

those disclosed as a means of policy assessment. 

3.  In cases when the same reporting entity provides a number of reporting of 

performance information based on different objectives, scopes and timelines, if the 

entity does not disclose the relationship between the service performance 

information in financial reporting and the other performance information, we 

believe that there is a risk that the users of the service performance reports may be 

misled by the information disclosed. 

 

Preliminary View 2: 

Developing a standardized service performance information terminology for the 

reporting of service performance information is appropriate, and should include the 

seven terms and working definitions in Table A on page 14.  

4. We agree with the preliminary view 2. 

5. We suggest that it would be desirable to state which of the indicator relates mainly 

to financial information, and which relates to non-financial information in the 

presented terminology. 

6. Paragraph B24 states that “Economy indicators,” was determined to relate to 

efficiency indicators and difficult to derive in isolation. The IPSASB also believes 

that the concept of economy is covered by input indicators. 

7. In Japan, the concept of economy indicators shows what extent entities can 

minimize their inputs, in order to achieve their targeted level of outputs. On the 

other hand, efficiency indicators, with the exception of economy indicators, (in a 

narrow sense) imply to what extent entities can maximize their outputs with the 

given inputs. Therefore, economy indicators could not be explained only by input 

indicators. They could also be explained by the relationship between the inputs and 

the outputs. 

8. By explaining economy indicators in comparison with the efficiency indicators (in 

a narrow sense), it would help the reporting entities when using those indicators in 
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practice. 

 

Preliminary View 3: 

Components of service performance information to be reported are (a) information on 

the scope of the service performance information reported, (b) information on the 

public sector entity’s objectives, (c) information on the achievement of objectives, 

and (d) narrative discussion of the achievement of objectives. 

9. We agree with the preliminary view 3. 

 

Preliminary View 4: 

The qualitative characteristics of information and pervasive constraints on the 

information that is currently included in GPFRs of public sector entities also apply to 

service performance information.  

The Specific Matters for Comment requested in this CP are provided below. 

Paragraph numbers identify the location of the Specific Matter for Comment in the 

text. 

10. We agree with the preliminary view 4. 

11. We suggest that it would also be useful to say that verifiability of service 

performance information would be improved, if the sources of the external 

indicators would be disclosed by public sector entities. 

 

Comments on Specific Matters for Comments 

Specific Matter for Comment 1: 

Should the IPSASB consider issuing (a) non-authoritative guidance for those public 

sector entities that choose to report service performance information, (b) authoritative 

guidance requiring public sector entities that choose to issue a service performance 

report to apply the guidance, or (c) authoritative guidance requiring public sector 

entities to report service performance information? 

12. We consider that issuing of (a) would be appropriate. 

13. However, we propose that CP should clarify the following conditions when: 

(1) entities do not have to report service performance information; and  

(2) entities would be able to report their service performance, without following the 
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guidance established by IPSASB. 

14. If CP (or ED) will not clarify those conditions before being finalized as an IPSAS, 

it would take some time before IPSASB can issue the guidance as the authoritative 

IPSAS. As varieties of reporting practices of service performance information 

evolve over time across various jurisdictions, we are concerned that many public 

sector entities may try to promote their own approaches of reporting to be 

incorporated in the guidance that will be established by IPSASB. 

15. Also on a related note, in future, we believe that IPSASB should also determine its 

policy on issuing its guidance, including its policies on issuing recommended 

practice guidelines (RPGs) and authoritative IPSASs. For example, IPSASB needs 

to consider when it will issue its pronouncements as non-authoritative guidance, 

and when it will be appropriate to issue them as IPSASs. 

 

Specific Matter for Comment 2: 

Do you agree that this project should not identify specific indicators of service 

performance? 

16. We agree with the view that specific indicators of service performance should not 

be identified in this project. 

17. By only presenting the general overview of those indicators (such as inputs, 

outputs, outcomes, efficiency and effectiveness indicators), we believe that each 

public sector entity will be encouraged to determine its own specific level of 

indicators to be used in its reporting, and this will lead to more relevant reporting of 

the service performance information by each entity. 

 

 

Specific Matter for Comment 3: 

Should service performance information included in GPFRs be prepared for the same 

reporting entity as for general purpose financial statements (GPFSs)? 

18. We do not agree with the view that service performance information included in 

GPFRs be prepared for the same reporting entity as for general purpose financial 

statements (GPFSs).  

19. Paragraph 2.4 states that “(T)his view does not, however, preclude a government 
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reporting on its service performance within a service area (which may involve a 

number of entities); however, such reporting is outside the scope of the proposed 

framework.”  

20. We disagree with the view that government reporting on its service performance 

within a service area is outside the scope of this framework. We believe that the 

reporting of service performance information within a certain service area is as 

important and useful as the reports prepared as a part of GPFR by a public sector 

entity. We think that it is necessary, and IPSASB will be capable, to develop core 

principles of reporting of service performance information that would be applied to 

both an entity’s reporting and reporting of a certain service area provided by several 

public sector entities or government, in order to meet the users’ needs for service 

performance information. 

 

Specific Matter for Comment 4: 

This CP identifies four dimensions of service performance information that are 

necessary to meet the needs of users. These are:  

(a) Information on the public sector entity’s objectives, including the need or demand 

for these objectives to be achieved (the “why” dimension);  

(b) Input, output, outcome, efficiency, and effectiveness indicators, including service 

recipient perception or experience information (the “what” dimension);  

(c) Comparisons of actual performance to projected (or targeted) results, including 

information on the factors that influence results (the “how” dimension); and  

(d) Time-oriented information, including comparisons of actual results over time and 

to milestones (the “when” dimension).  

Do you agree with these dimensions of service performance information? Are there 

dimensions that should be added or deleted? 

21. We agree with the dimensions of services performance information presented in the 

CP. 

22. We suggest that projected (or targeted) results mentioned in (c) should be presented 

at the time of making the projections. By requiring this, it will prevent the preparers 

from changing their projections arbitrarily.  
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Specific Matter for Comment 5: 

Should service performance information be reported (a) as part of the GPFR that is 

currently issued (for example, an annual financial report) but not part of the GPFSs, 

(b) in a separately issued GPFR, or (c) in both a separately issued GPFR and as part 

of the currently issued GPFR?  

23. We do not think it is appropriate for IPSASB to propose these options since the 

current practice of service performance reporting has not been much evolved yet. 

24. It could be too rule-based to designate where and how entities disclose service 

performance reporting. We would like IPSASB to retain the exemplary expression 

in paragraph 7.3, by saying that “(p)ublic sector entities could report,” instead of 

using the word “should”.  

25. The practice of reporting service performance information is fairly diverse across 

various jurisdictions (paragraph 1.4) and improving the quality of service 

performance information is an evolutionary process (paragraph 1.7). In addition, 

some jurisdictions (like Japan) may consider adopting the guidance that will be 

established by IPSASB in future.  

26. Given those circumstances, if these proposed designations are put into effect, it 

could delay the wide-spread use of service performance reporting across various 

jurisdictions. Therefore, we suggest that the guidance would need to describe only 

the framework of practices that can be followed (illustrative examples) by the 

entities and it should wait until the actual practice of service performance reporting 

will evolve and convergence achieved in the practice of reporting.  

27. While some member of the working group at JICPA also commented on the pros 

and cons of options (a) and (b) noted in paragraphs 28 and 29, there was one 

comment against the option (c) that disclosing the same information induplicate in 

different statements could reduce the efficiency of reporting and may confuse the 

users of GPFRs.  

28. Option (a) Pros: it could help users to understand the relationship between GPFSs 

and service performance information, and it could also help users identify the 

overall picture of services provided by the reporting entities. 

Cons: It may not provide useful information to meet the objectives of accountability 

and decision-making, as it does not present the details of individual services 
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provided by the reporting entities. 

29. Option (b) Pros: By disclosing the details of individual services, option (b) would 

contribute to meet the purposes of decision-making and accountability for the 

intended users. 

Cons: Option (b) may not depict appropriately the overall picture of services 

provided by the entities. 

 

Comments on the relationship between service performance information and 

budgets 

30. We suggest that guidance be provided to explain the linkage between service 

performance information and the resources committed to providing those services, 

as this will be useful even during the drafting of the budgets. 

31. For example, describing a linkage between service performance information and its 

resources in each service level would be used in the deliberation of the budgets. We 

believe that showing this linkage would be useful when entities show the quality, 

quantity, targeted areas, timing and costs of each service area and its resources 

financed; for example, as tax of residents or as fees of users. By showing this 

linkage between services performance information and its resources even during 

drafting of the budget, services performance information will provide relevant and 

understandable information for the users in assessing the entities’ performance. 

 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 

Naohide Endo 

Executive Board Member － Public Sector Accounting and Audit Practice 

Tadashi Sekikawa 

Executive Board Member － Public Sector Accounting and Audit Practice 
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NAO Malta Comments on IPSASB Consultation Paper “Reporting Service 
Performance Information” 
 
Preliminary View 1 (following paragraph 1.6): 
The reporting of service performance information is necessary to meet the objectives of 
financial reporting (accountability and decision-making) as proposed in the Conceptual 
Framework Exposure Draft (CF–ED 1), Conceptual Framework for General Purpose 
Financial Reporting by Public Sector Entities: Role, Authority and Scope; Objectives and 
Users; Qualitative Characteristics; and Reporting Entity. 
 
NAO Malta agrees with the above statement.  GPFRs for public sector entities are to 
provide information about the reporting entity that is useful to users for accountability 
and decision-making purposes.   
 
Accountability 
Users need to evaluate the entity’s performance in providing services and the effects of 
those services, over time and between public entities providing the same service locally 
or abroad.  Performance information indicates how well an organisation is performing 
against its aims and objectives.   
 
Performance information should help managers to understand how well the organisation, 
parts of the organisation, and individuals are performing.  Sound measures of 
performance allow clear targets to be set, and people are to be certain about what level of 
performance is expected. achieve 
 
Decision making 
Users also need service performance information to influence their decisions in relation 
to their transactions with a public sector entity.  Performance information helps to make 
public services accountable to stakeholders, including the public and Parliament.  
Performance measures describe whether the service has achieved the goals that were set. 
 
Performance information is also essential for management decisions.  As well as 
indicating whether the required level of performance has been achieved, it should also 
assist in deciding the allocation of resources. 
 
 
Specific Matter for Comment 1 (following paragraph 1.11):  
Should the IPSASB consider issuing (a) non-authoritative guidance for those public 
sector entities that choose to report service performance information, (b) authoritative 
guidance requiring public sector entities that choose to issue a service performance report 
to apply the guidance, or (c) authoritative guidance requiring public sector entities to 
report service performance information? 
 
NAO Malta opines that the IPSASB is to issue authoritative guidance requiring public 
sector entities to report service performance information.  Hence, the reporting of service 
performance information by public sector entities worldwide would be mandatory and the 
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information provided would be more comparable.  In addition, users would thus have the 
information necessary for assessing the service performance of a public sector entity. 
 
Specific Matter for Comment 2 (following paragraph 2.3):  
Do you agree that this project should not identify specific indicators of service 
performance? 
 
NAO Malta opines that specific indicators of service performance are to be indicated as 
guidelines by this project and not be made mandatory. 
 
 
Preliminary View 2 (following paragraph 3.5):  
Developing a standardised service performance information terminology for the reporting 
of service performance information is appropriate, and should include the seven terms 
and working definitions in Table A on page 14. 
 
NAO Malta agrees with the above statement.  However, one may consider including 
processes, as well as economy and exogenous factors. 
 
Processes represent the procedures, systems and activities that are needed to convert 
inputs into outputs.  These procedures are required to achieve programme objectives and 
outcomes, and may include such tasks as providing education or reducing disease.  
Processes also relate to the efficiency of the organisation to ensure that actions being 
taken are being performed in a cost-effective manner. 
 
Economy factors are also to be included.  Economy signifies that the public sector entity 
is to strive to achieve the minimisation of the cost of inputs, having due regard to quality. 
It is concerned with minimising the cost of resources used (staff, materials and 
equipment) for an activity in the pursuit of its objectives and whether such resources are 
in accordance with sound administrative principles and practices and management 
policies.  An audit of economy is therefore concerned with determining whether the most 
appropriate and lower cost inputs are chosen to achieve the given objectives.  It will deal 
with such issues as to whether the: 

•••• Audited entity acquires the appropriate type, quality and amount of resources 
at the minimum cost; 

•••• Audited entity manages its resources with a view to minimising overall outlay; 
and  

•••• Programme could have been designed or implemented in another way that 
would have resulted in lower costs. 

 
The treatment of exogenous factors is also to be considered.  Exogenous factors are 
factors that are independent of the programme or activity and are partly or entirely the 
result of changes (results and impacts) observed among stakeholders (e.g. climatic 
conditions, evolution in economic situation, performance of contractors, beneficiaries’ 
behaviour). 
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Specific Matter for Comment 4 (following paragraph 4.18):  
This Consultation Paper identifies four dimensions of service performance information 
that are necessary to meet the needs of users. These are:  
(a) Information on the public sector entity’s objectives, including the need or demand for 
these objectives to be achieved (the “why” dimension);  
(b) Input, output, outcome, efficiency, and effectiveness indicators, including service 
recipient perception or experience information (the “what” dimension);  
(c) Comparisons of actual performance to projected (or targeted) results, including 
information on the factors that influence results (the “how” dimension); and  
(d) Time-oriented information, including comparisons of actual results over time and to 
milestones (the “when” dimension).  
 
Do you agree with these dimensions of service performance information? Are there 
dimensions that should be added or deleted? 
 
NAO Malta agrees with the above dimensions of service performance information.  
However, it also opines that the following dimensions be added: 

•••• Comparison of objectives against established benchmarks. 
•••• Comparison of actual performance with similar programmes elsewhere. 
•••• Consideration of actual performance to projected (or targeted results) achieved 

by individual employees of the public sector entity, as compared to that 
attained by the entire entity. 

•••• Information that describes the wider environment an organisation is working 
in, including factors that may affect the outcomes which the organisation is 
aiming to achieve, and factors which may affect how well the organization can 
operate. 

 
An overall assessment of service performance information is to be carried out using all 
dimensions. 
 
In addition to the measurement of input, output, outcome, efficiency and effectiveness 
indicators referred to in the second dimension identified by the Consultation Paper, one 
might also consider grouping performance measures under the four headings of the 
Balanced Scorecard – business processes perspective, financial perspective, learning 
perspective, customer perspective.  Performance measures can also be used to measure 
timeliness, quality and cost dimensions in a systematic fashion.  Different groups may be 
used depending on what factors are important for the success of an organisation.  
Measures must capture all important areas of activity, and major dimensions – quantity 
and quality – of performance. 
 
 
Preliminary View 3 (following paragraph 5.23):  
Components of service performance information to be reported are (a) information on the 
scope of the service performance information reported, (b) information on the public 
sector entity’s objectives, (c) information on the achievement of objectives, and (d) 
narrative discussion of the achievement of objectives. 
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NAO Malta agrees with the above view because it opines that guidance is to be offered 
regarding presentation of the performance information.  Performance information needs 
to be presented in a way that is accessible to the audience that will be using it. 
 
NAO Malta is also of the opinion that performance information in adequate detail is to be 
provided on all services provided by a public sector entity and not just on a selected few.  
Furthermore, in stating how objectives are established, as required by paragraph 5.10 of 
the Consultation Paper, reference is to be made to appropriate benchmarks.   
 
Moreover, the information on the achievement of objectives should include, in addition to 
the matters identified by paragraph 5.12 of the Consultation Paper, the following: 

•••• The degree to which the achievement of objectives compares favourably with the 
degree of achievement of similar programmes elsewhere. 

•••• The degree to which actual performance to projected (or targeted results) on an 
individual employee basis, is reflected in the actual performance of the whole 
organisation. 

 
Paragraph 5.15 states that the value of service performance indicators identified in the 
Consultation Paper (inputs, outputs, outcomes, efficiency and effectiveness) is enhanced 
when they are linked to the objectives established by the public sector entity.  In addition, 
paragraph 5.17 states that “Despite the need for comprehensive reporting on all five types 
of indicators (inputs, outputs, outcomes, efficiency and effectiveness), entities need to be 
wary of reporting too many indicators and overwhelming users.  Public sector entities 
therefore need to use judgement in selecting those indicators that would have the greatest 
influence on a user’s assessment of accountability or informed decision-making.” 
 
NAO agrees with the above.  However, without overwhelming users with too many 
indicators, economy and process indictors are also to be linked to the objectives 
established by the public sector entity.  In addition, exogenous factors facilitating and/or 
hindering the achievement of objectives are to be identified.  Moreover, results across the 
four aspects of the Balanced Scorecard are to be compared to their respective objectives.  
Furthermore, actual time, cost and quality results may also be compared to projected 
results.  As stated in paragraph 5.17 of the Consultation Paper, public sector entities are 
to use their judgement in selecting the most relevant indicators to influence on a user’s 
assessment of accountability or informed decision-making. 
 
NAO Malta agrees that a narrative discussion of the achievement of objectives is to be 
included as a component of service performance information included in GPFRs and is to 
include the three factors identified in paragraph 5.19 of the Consultation Paper. 
 
Preliminary View 4 (following paragraph 6.9):  
The qualitative characteristics of information and pervasive constraints on the 
information that is currently included in GPFRs of public sector entities also apply to 
service performance information.  
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NAO agrees with the above statement. 
 
One might include two other characteristics in addition to the above: 
Avoid perverse incentives – i.e. not to encourage unwanted or wasteful behaviour and; 
Attributable  – the activity measured must be capable of being influenced by actions 
which can be attributed to the organisation, and it should be clear where accountability 
lies. 
 
In this regard, one may also refer to the document “Choosing the Right Fabric – A 
Framework for Performance Information” that states that a good system of performance 
information is to be: 

•••• focused on the organisation’s aims and objectives; 
•••• appropriate to, and useful for, the stakeholders who are likely to use it; 
•••• balanced, giving a picture of what the organisation is doing, covering all 

significant areas of work; 
•••• robust in order to withstand organisational changes or individuals leaving; 
•••• integrated into the organisation, being part of the business planning and 

management processes; and  
•••• cost effective, balancing the benefits of the information against the costs. 

 
 
Specific Matter for Comment 5 (following paragraph 7.9):  
Should service performance information be reported (a) as part of the GPFR that is 
currently issued (for example, an annual financial report) but not part of the GPFSs, (b) in 
a separately issued GPFR, or (c) in both a separately issued GPFR and as part of the 
currently issued GPFR? 
 
NAO opines that service performance information be reported as part of the GPFR that is 
currently issued (for example, an annual financial report) but not part of the GPFSs.  
These would better assist users in analysing both financial and service performance 
information since both would be included in one report. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Comments by: Maria Attard, Principal Auditor 
Reviewed by:  Brian Vella, Assistant Auditor General 
 
NAO (Malta) 
13 April 2012 
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The Technical Director  
International Public Sector Accounting Standards Board  
International Federation of Accountants  
277 Wellington Street West  
Toronto, Ontario M5V 3H2 CANADA 
 
Dear Sir, 
 
Consultation Paper - Reporting on Service Performance Information  
 
The Accounting and Auditing Standards Desk of the Abu Dhabi Accountability Authority (ADAA) is pleased to 
respond to the International Public Sector Accounting Standards Board (IPSASB) on the Consultation Paper of 
Reporting on Service Performance Information. We are fully supportive of the IPSASB’s drive to improve the 
quality of financial reporting of Public Sector Entities (PSEs). 
 
General comments 
The IPSASB’s review and comparison of service performance reporting of the 26 countries identified in Appendix A 
highlights well both the need for guidance and the disparity in current reporting. The many different definitions in 
Appendix B for; objectives, indicators, inputs, outputs and outcomes suggests achieving a convergence that fits all 
reporters may be difficult. It perhaps also indicates a relative difference of importance of particular issues to 
countries which may impact on the actions they are taking and therefore on what they currently measure and 
report. It is likely that comparability of service performance reporting across such a diversity of countries will 
always be difficult however comparability is more likely across smaller groups of countries and groups of PSEs. We 
believe that increased comparability will result in improved decision-making, accountability, transparency and 
quality of reporting.     
 
Preliminary Views for Comment 
Preliminary View I 
The reporting of service performance information is necessary to meet the objectives of financial reporting 
(accountability and decision-making) as proposed in the Conceptual Framework Exposure Draft (CF–ED 1), 
Conceptual Framework for General Purpose Financial Reporting by Public Sector Entities: Role, Authority and Scope; 
Objectives and Users; Qualitative Characteristics; and Reporting Entity.  
 
We agree the reporting of service performance information is supportive of the accountability and decision-
making objectives of financial reporting.   
 
Preliminary View 2 
Developing a standardized service performance information terminology for the reporting of service performance 
information is appropriate, and should include the seven terms and working definitions in Table A on page 14. 
 
We agree in the interests of understandability and comparability that it is necessary to have standardized 
international service performance information terminology.  We agree that the seven terms defined in Table A are 
appropriate.  
 
Preliminary View 3 
Components of service performance information to be reported are (1) information on the scope of the service 
performance information reported, (2) information on the public sector entity’s objectives, (3) information on the 
achievement of objectives, and (4) narrative discussion of the achievement of objectives.  
 
We agree with the four components of service performance information to be reported.  
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Preliminary View 4 
The qualitative characteristics of information and pervasive constraints on the information that is currently 
included in GPFRs of public sector entities also apply to service performance information. 
 
We agree with the application of the qualitative characteristics of information set out in Table B on page 27 of the 
Consultation Paper and emphasize the verifiability constraint. 
 
Specific Matters for Comment 1 
Should the IPSASB consider issuing (a) non-authoritative guidance for those public sector entities that choose to 
report service performance information, (b) authoritative guidance requiring public sector entities that choose to 
issue a service performance report to apply the guidance, or (c) authoritative guidance requiring public sector 
entities to report service performance information? 
 
In our experience non-authoritative guidance is often not applied. In the long-term we agree with the comment in 
1 (c) “authoritative guidance that requires public sector entities to report service performance information” 
because we agree on the importance of the information to improve users’ understanding of the performance of 
PSEs. 
 
However, because of the cost, complexity and experience factors we suggest the IPSASB initially adopts the 
approach in comment 1 (b) “authoritative guidance requiring public sector entities that choose to issue a service 
performance report to apply the guidance” and allows PSEs a reasonable grace period before moving to the 
position in comment 1 (c). This will allow PSEs sufficient time to deal with the cost, complexity and experience 
issues and avoids creating the situation whereby PSEs that currently comply with IPSAS may not able to do so. 
 
Specific Matters for Comment 2 
Do you agree that this project should not identify specific indicators of service performance?  
 
We agree with IPSASB’s observation that the services provided by PSEs are diverse and complex and that they have 
different objectives for the services they deliver. We agree this project should not identify specific indicators of 
service performance and that the setting of these indicators should be made by PSEs themselves according to their 
objectives and resources. We suggest IPSAB considers providing illustrative examples to facilitate PSEs 
identification of indicators of service performance. 
 
Specific Matters for Comment 3 
Should service performance information included in GPFRs be prepared for the same reporting entity as for general 
purpose financial statements (GPFSs)? 
 
We agree with the IPSAB’s focus on the accountability of the PSE to deliver the services and agree that the 
reporting on the service performance information included in the GPFRs be prepared for the same reporting PSE as 
for GPFSs.  
 
Specific Matters for Comment 4 
This CP identifies four dimensions of service performance information that are necessary to meet the needs of 
users. These are: (a) Information on the public sector entity’s objectives, including the need or demand for these 
objectives to be achieved (the “why” dimension); (b) Input, output, outcome, efficiency, and effectiveness 
indicators, including service recipient perception or experience information (the “what” dimension); (c) 
Comparisons of actual performance to projected (or targeted) results, including information on the factors that 
influence results (the “how” dimension); and (d) Time-oriented information, including the comparisons of actual 
results over time and to milestones (the “when” dimension). Do you agree with these dimensions of service 
performance information? Are there dimensions that should be added or deleted? 
 
We agree with the four dimensions of service performance indicated above and suggest a post-implementation 
review is completed once PSEs have accumulated experience of reporting. 
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Specific Matters for Comment 5 
Should service performance information be reported (a) as part of the GPFR that is currently issued (for example, an 
annual financial report) but not part of the GPFSs, (b) in a separately issued GPFR, or (c) in both a separately issued 
GPFR and as part of the currently issued GPFR? 
 
The reporting of service performance information is intended to facilitate users’ understanding of the relationship 
between financial and non-financial information.  In reporting non-financial information there can be a greater 
degree of subjectivity and judgment than is required for financial information. We suggest the distinction between 
financial and non-financial information is retained. We support the reporting of service performance information 
(a) as part of the GPFR that is currently issued (for example, an annual financial report) but not part of the GPFSs.  
 

 

Yours faithfully 
 

 
 
Steven Ralls BA, FCA 
Head of Accounting and Auditing Standards Desk 
Financial Audit and Professional Regulation 
Abu Dhabi Accountability Authority  
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